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1 Introduction

Matter exists in many different shapes and forms. Examples of states of

matter that you come across everyday are solid, liquid, gas and during thun-

derstorms, even plasma. Whenever a phase-transition occurs, matter goes

from one state to another. If a cloud of atoms is cooled down to near zero

Kelvin, a more exotic state of matter is achieved: the Bose-Einstein conden-

sate (BEC).

BEC was first predicted in 1924. In this year, Satyendra Nath Bose discov-

ered an elegant way to derive Planck’s law by introducing a new way to count

the quantum states of indistinguishable light particles (photons) [1]. Einstein

generalized the work of Bose by applying the new particle statistics to mas-

sive particles (bosons) [2,3]. Einstein predicted that at low temperatures, the

bosons would develop a macroscopic occupation of the ground state, i.e. form

a BEC. It took until 1995 for his prediction to be experimentally realized in

a dilute gas of rubidium atoms by Carl Wieman and Eric Cornell [4], and

independently in a sodium gas in the group of Wolfgang Ketterle [5]. For

their experimental achievement they have been awarded the Nobel prize in

Physics in 2001.

In order to achieve BEC, control over the temperature and the number of

particles in the system is essential. For atoms this meant ultra-high vacuums

and newly developed cooling techniques [6–8]. Since the first experimental

discovery BEC has been achieved using many different atomic isotopes [9–14],

molecules [15–17], magnons [18], and exciton-polaritons [19, 20] resulting in

rich and exciting physics. But what about the perhaps most prominent boson:

the photon? After all, it was Bose’s work on photons that allowed Einstein to

predict the macroscopic occupation of the ground state. Moreover, whereas

the quantum state of atoms is fragile as they need to be kept in ultra-high

vacuum at all times, the quantum state of photons is very robust. Whenever

light interacts with optical elements, such as mirrors, lenses and waveplates

and even when it propagates through optical fibres, the quantum state re-

mains intact. Because of the resilience, the challenge is however preparing a
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1 Introduction

useful quantum state. A Bose-Einstein condensate of photons (phBEC) is a

great starting point to prepare such quantum states and usher in a new era

of exciting physics. This is because the behaviour of photons in a phBEC

is for example different than that of their behaviour in the case of a laser.

In a traditional laser, the photons are created in a single mode through a

process of stimulated emission [21]. Photons in the laser mode pass through

the gain medium, and interact with atoms in an excited state, causing them

to drop down to a lower-energy state by emitting a new photon with exactly

the same energy as the first one. The number of photons in the mode is

conserved, but increase dramatically as energy is pumped into the system,

i.e. far from thermal equilibrium. The key distinction between a phBEC and

a traditional laser is that the number of photons in the system is constant.

The phBEC forms not because photons are created in that mode, but be-

cause photons that already exist in some other mode in the system condense

into the phBEC mode, i.e. the ground state. However, until recently it was

thought that photons could not be made to Bose-condense due to the very

low photon-photon cross section which means that the photon-photon ther-

malization time is longer than the loss time. For Bose-Einstein condensation

of photons independent tuning of the temperature and particle number in the

system is required.

This situation changed in 2010, when in the group of Martin Weitz the first

phBEC was created by trapping light in a dye-filled microcavity [22]. The

microcavity consists of two curved mirrors between which a droplet of Rho-

damine 6G dissolved in methanol is held in place by the capillary force. The

microcavity induces a harmonic potential and effective mass for the photons.

Using a pump pulse the dye molecules are excited, creating a two-dimensional

trapped photon gas. Through repeated absorption and emission cycles of

photons by the dye molecules, the photon gas inside the microcavity ther-

malizes [23,24]. The droplet of dye thus acts as a heat bath for the photons.

Inside the system, the number of photons is determined by the power of the

pump pulse. Thermal equilibrium and conservation of the number of photons

are to a good approximation achievable, more importantly thermalization is

faster than loss. After the group of Robert Nyman [25], our group in Utrecht

became the third in the world to achieve phBEC in a dye-filled microcavity.

The content of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes in detail, how

independent control over the temperature and the number of photons in the

system is achieved using a dye-filled microcavity.
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Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup in Utrecht. Under the right con-

ditions we obtain a thermalized photon gas, which shows a phase transition,

when increasing the photon density inside the microcavity. The transition is

observed for both the spectral and spatial distributions.

Chapter 4 describes the density distributions of photons in a dye-filled

microcavity both experimentally and theoretically. We discuss the spectral

temperature of the photons in the microcavity.

Chapter 5 describes the experiment where we investigate the radius of the

phBEC as a function of the number of condensate photons. An interesting

open question is, whether the photons in the phBEC are interacting or non-

interacting and as a consequence, whether the phBEC is also a superfluid or

only forms a macroscopically occupied ground state, as predicted by Einstein.

When increasing the photon density, we observe an increase in the radius of

the condensate which we attribute to effective repulsive interactions. Using

the model developed in Chapter 4 we quantify the increase in radii as a func-

tion of the number of condensate photons, and from it an effective interaction

strength.

Chapter 6 describes the experiment where we measure the polarization of

the photon gas. For every single-shot of the pump laser, we determine the

Stokes parameters of the photons inside the microcavity. In many systems

ranging from condensed matter physics and particle physics to cosmology,

phase transitions and spontaneous symmetry breaking play a crucial role.

The formation of a polarized condensate from an unpolarized thermal cloud

constitutes a directly observable example of spontaneous symmetry break-

ing. By varying experimental parameters, we investigate if the polarization

is randomly chosen for every shot of the experiment.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we use a local density approach to simulate large area

photonic crystal cavities. Despite the fact that the dye-filled microcavity is

a beautiful tool to achieve phBEC, it cannot provide the periodic potential

required to achieve quantum phase transitions, such as the Mott insulator

that have been so successfully exploited in the field of ultra-cold atoms [26].

Clever interplay with both the electronic and photonic band gap of a large area

photonic crystal has the potential of achieving phBEC in a periodic potential.

Designing and simulating large area photonic crystal devices requires large

computation power. In Chapter 7 we show that in the case that the hole

radius varies quadratically as a function of position, the eigenmodes of the

photonic crystals can be described by the corresponding eigenmodes of the
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1 Introduction

quantum harmonic oscillator.
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2 Theory of Bose-Einstein

Condensation of Photons

2.1 Introduction

According to quantum physics, the behavior of particles can also be described

by waves. This is usually expressed using the thermal de Broglie wavelength

ΛdB, which relates the typical wavelength of particles to the temperature of

the gas [1–6]. For massive particles in an ideal gas, ΛdB is given by

ΛdB =
h√

2πmkBT
, (2.1)

where h denotes Plank’s constant, m the mass of the particle, kB the Boltz-

mann constant, and T the temperature. Lowering the temperature thus in-

creases ΛdB. When ΛdB is smaller than the average inter-particle distance,

the gas is treated as a classical gas. However, when ΛdB becomes larger than

the inter-particle distance, the ΛdB of the particles overlap. In this case quan-

tum effects dominate and the gas must be treated either as a Fermi gas or as a

Bose gas, depending on the nature of the particles [1–6]. In the case for identi-

cal bosons, Pauli’s exclusion principle does not apply: bosons can occupy the

same quantum state. The atoms collapse to the single, lowest quantum state

and develop a macroscopic occupation, i.e. form a Bose-Einstein condensate

(BEC).

Photons, the particles that derive from the quantization of light, are also

bosons. However, they normally do not show BEC. This is best explained

using the most well-known photon gas, the blackbody radiator. Despite the

fact that the electro-magnetic field is in thermal equilibrium with the radi-

ator, BEC does not occur. Here, the photon number in the system is not

conserved in correspondence to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, which relates the

total radiated power to the fourth power of the temperature. Lowering the

temperature of the photon gas thus causes a decrease in the number of pho-

tons. Instead of occupying the ground state of the system macroscopically, the
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2 Theory of Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

photons simply disappear into the cavity walls [7]. To achieve Bose-Einstein

condensation of photons (phBEC) a novel way to independently control the

temperature and the number of photon in a photon gas is needed.

In 2010, this was for the first time successfully achieved using a dye-filled

microcavity [8,9]. Light is confined in a microcavity consisting of two curved

mirrors. The typical cavity length is in the order of 1 µm. Between the mirrors

a droplet of Rhodamine 6G dissolved in ethylene glycol is held in place by the

capillary force. Using a pump pulse, the dye molecules are excited. Thermal-

ization of the photon gas inside the microcavity is achieved through repeated

absorption and emission cycles of photons by the dye molecules [7,10]. As we

will show, the energy of the photons inside the cavity is much larger than the

thermal energy. The number of photons in the dye-filled microcavity is there-

fore determined by the power of the pump pulse. Therefore, conservation of

the number of photons and thermal equilibrium are to a good approximation

achievable.

In this chapter we explain the photon gas in the dye-filled microcavity

in more detail. We start by discussing the dispersion of photons inside the

microcavity and the resulting number conservation. Next, we explain the

Bose-Einstein statistics of thermalized photons inside the cavity. Finally, we

discuss the thermalization process of the photon gas inside the cavity.

2.2 Dispersion of the Photon Gas

For free photons in vacuum the dispersion relation is linear. When photons

are confined to a cavity, their dispersion relation becomes more complicated.

To derive the dispersion relation of photons inside the microcavity, we

start with the energy of a photon Eph. For a photon with angular frequency

ω = 2πf we have Eph = ~ω, where ~ denotes the reduced Planck constant.

In terms of the wavenumber k the photon energy is Eph = ~c|k|/n0, where

c denotes the speed of light, and n0 the refractive index of the medium, i.e.

the solvent. One can decompose the wavenumber into a longitudinal kz and

transversal kr component, which yields

Eph =
~c
n0

√
k2
z + k2

r . (2.2)

Photons confined to a cavity reflect multiple times, and due to constructive

and destructive interference only certain patterns and frequencies of radiation

are sustained by the resonator. These eigenmodes are known as the modes
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2.2 Dispersion of the Photon Gas

of the cavity. In the experiments described in this thesis, the cavity length is

typically ∼ 2 µm, i.e. in the order of the wavelength. For these cavity lengths,

only one longitudinal mode q suits both the cavity and the dye bandwidth

which means

kz =
πq

D
, (2.3)

with D the length of the cavity.

However, as the mirrors are curved, the longitudinal wave vector effectively

becomes

kz(r) =
πq

D(r)
, (2.4)

with

D(r) = D0 − 2
(
R−

√
R2 − r2

)
, (2.5)

where r denotes the distance from the optical axis, and R the radius of cur-

vature of the cavity mirrors.

The wave vectors in the transverse plane are much smaller than the wave

vector of the longitudinal mode, since the paraxial approximation assumes

kr � kz. Moreover, r � R due to the weak curvature of the cavity mirrors.

With these approximations, and Eq. 2.4, Taylor-expansion of Eq. 2.2 yields

Eph (r, kr) =
~c
n0

√
k2
z (r) + k2

r ,

' ~c
n0

(
kz(r) +

1

2

k2
r

kz(r)

)
,

' ~c
n0

(
πq

D(r)
+
D(r)

2πq
k2
r

)
,

' ~c
n0

[
πq

D0
+
πqr2

RD2
0

+
D0 − r2/R

2πq
k2
r

]
,

' ~cπq
n0D0

+
~cπq
n0RD2

0

r2 +
~cD0

2πqn0
k2
r +O(ξ3),

(2.6)

where O(ξ3) denotes higher order terms, ξ ∈
{
r
R ,

kr
kz

}
. This equation reduces

to

Eph(r, kr) ' mph
c2

n2
0

+
(~kr)2

2mph
+

1

2
mphΩ2r2, (2.7)

when one introduces the effective mass of the photon

mph ≡
~πqn0

cD0
=

~n0

c
kz(0), (2.8)
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2 Theory of Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

and the trapping frequency

Ω ≡ c

n0

√
D0R/2

. (2.9)

As can be seen from Eq. 2.6, photons in the cavity behave like massive

particles moving in the transverse plane of the cavity, where they are confined

by the curvature of the mirrors with a trapping frequency Ω. Equation 2.7

is in essence the dispersion relation of a non-relativistic massive particle in a

two-dimensional harmonic oscillator [11].

When taking a closer look at Eq. 2.7, we see that the first term is analogous

to the rest energy. This is the lowest possible energy for the photons in the

system. Introducing the cutoff wavelength λcutoff = 2π/kz(0) as the longest

possible wavelength inside the cavity, the rest energy is written as

Ecutoff = ~ωcutoff =
hc

n0λcutoff
, (2.10)

where ωcutoff = ckz(0)/n0 denotes the cutoff frequency.

For λcutoff = 590 nm, the rest energy is in the order of ∼ 1.5 eV. This is

much larger than the thermal energy of ∼ 25 meV. On average no thermal

photons can thus be created or annihilated, which means that the average

photon number is fully determined by the pump power and therefore, to a

good approximation conserved. This is an important feature of the dye-filled

microcavity to achieve phBEC.

2.3 Bose-Einstein Statistics

In the previous section we have shown that the dispersion relation of the pho-

tons inside the cavity is equal to that of a non-relativistic massive particle in a

two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Hence, the energy levels in our system

are the well-known energy levels of the isotropic two-dimensional quantum

harmonic oscillator [11]. The discrete eigenenergies are given by

εn = ~Ω(n+ 1), (2.11)

where n = nx + ny denotes the principal quantum number with nx,y ∈ N0.

The degeneracy of the eigenenergies is linear

gn = g(εn) = 2(n+ 1), (2.12)

where the factor 2 is due to the polarization of the photons.
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2.3 Bose-Einstein Statistics

The average occupation number ρµ,T (εn) is obtained by multiplying the

degeneracy of the discrete eigenenergy with the Bose-Einstein distribution

function

ρµ,T (εn) =
g(εn)

e(εn−µ)/kBT − 1
, (2.13)

where µ denotes the chemical potential.

In the grand-canonical ensemble, the average total number of ideal, identi-

cal bosons Nph in a system with a set of discrete energy levels is given by the

sum over all the average occupation numbers of each discrete eigenenergy, i.e.

Nph =
∑

εn

ρµ,T (εn). (2.14)

The thermalized photon gas is created at room temperature. The trapping

frequency is Ω = 2.1× 1011 Hz, where we used n0 = 1.43, D0 ' 2.0 µm, and

R = 1 m. We find that kBT = 6.3× 1012 Hz is much larger than ~Ω and εn

and n can be assumed continuous. Thus, the degeneracy has to be replaced

by a density of states D(ε). The density of states is obtained from the number

of states

N (ε) =
1

2

( ε

~Ω

)2

, (2.15)

according to

D(ε) ≡ 2
dN (ε)

dε
=

2ε

~2Ω2
, (2.16)

where the factor 2 is due to the polarization of the photons.

By multiplying the density of states with the Bose-Einstein distribution

fBE(ε, µ, kBT ) the number of photons with energy ε in the system is de-

termined. Integrating over all possible energies yields the total number of

photons, i.e.

Nph =

∫ ∞

0

dεD(ε)fBE(ε, µ, kBT ),

=
1

~2Ω2

∫ ∞

0

dε
2ε

e(ε−µ)/kBT − 1
.

(2.17)

Evaluating Eq. 2.17 for µ = 0 yields the critical photon number Nc. For

photon numbers in the system equal to the critical photon number, saturation

of the eigenstates occurs which corresponds to saturating the thermal cloud.

Increasing the number of photons in the system beyond the critical photon

number results in a macroscopic occupation of the ground state, i.e. phBEC.

Using the Riemann-Zeta function one finds that the critical photon number

is given by

Nc = 2ζ(2)

(
kBT

~Ω

)2

=
π2

3

(
kBT

~Ω

)2

. (2.18)
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2 Theory of Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

In our experiments, the temperature of the thermalized photon gas is near

room temperature (298 K). However, the photon mass (∼ 10−35 kg), obtained

due to the dispersion in the cavity, is much smaller than that of typical

alkali atoms (∼ 10−25 kg). Therefore, according to Eq. 2.1, the ΛdB for the

cavity photons (ΛdB, photons = 1.04 µm) is larger than ΛdB, atoms = 592 nm

obtained in atomic BECs, where the temperature is in the order of 100 nK.

In the atomic case the low temperature is required to stretch ΛdB such that

they overlap with one another and form a BEC. In the case of photons, ΛdB

is overlapped by increasing the density in the system, i.e. decreasing the

interparticle distance. For photons this is easily achievable by increasing the

optical pump power.

Similar to atomic BEC it is of course in principle also possible to reach ph-

BEC by lowering the temperature, thereby increasing ΛdB. In that case, the

temperature of the dye solution needs to be lowered below the critical tem-

perature. However, in practice lowering the temperature of the dye solution

significantly is experimentally much more demanding.

Instead, typical values in our experiments for the temperature and trapping

frequency are 300 K and 2.1× 1011 Hz, respectively. With these values, the

critical photon number is Nc ∼ 1.2× 105, which is well within experimen-

tal reach making the phBEC in a dye-filled microcavity an elegant tabletop

experiment.

2.4 Thermal Equilibrium

In the previous section we already anticipated a thermalized photon gas.

Here, we discuss in more detail, how the Rhodamine 6G dissolved in ethylene

glycol is able to act as a heat bath for photons. In Fig. 2.1, the absorption

and emission spectra as a function of wavelength are shown [12]. The main

feature of this dye molecule is the overlap between the absorption and emission

spectra, enabling the dye solution to act as a heat bath for the photons. To

explain in detail how this works, we start with a schematic representation of

the interaction of the photons with the dye molecules using a Jablonski energy

level scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a) [13]. In this figure, the dye molecules

are modeled with a ground state S0, and an excited state S1. The S0 and S1

manifolds contain rovibronic sub-states with energies E and E′, respectively.

The zero-phonon line, i.e. the energy splitting between the lowest rovibronic

states is denoted by ~ω0.
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Figure 2.1: Absorption (blue) and emission (orange dashed) spectra of Rho-

damine 6G dissolved in ethanol [12].

Whenever a dye molecule absorbs a photon with energy ~ω within the

spectral absorption range of the dye, an excited dye molecule is obtained as

shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The absorbed photon is likely to be excited into a

high rovibronic sub-state of the S1 manifold. The electronic lifetime of the

excited state is in the order of several nanoseconds, while the time between

collisions of the dye molecules with the solvent is less than a picosecond, i.e.

τexc � τcol. Thus, the excited dye molecule collides multiple times with the

solvent molecules, before the dye molecule decays back to the ground state.

With every collision the rovibronic state can be altered, dissipating excess

rovibronic energy into the solvent. In other words, the excited state cascades

down to a lower rovibronic state. Eventually, the dye molecule emits a photon.

The emitted photon has a longer wavelength than that of the photon initially

absorbed by the dye molecule as indicated by the colored arrows in Fig. 2.2(a).

This redshift is known as the Stokes shift, observed in fluorphores [14]. Using

the dye solution as a heat bath, the photons thus thermalize to the rovibronic

states of the dye molecules. Because the thermalization process is completed

on picosecond time scales, the energy of the emitted photon is independent

17



2 Theory of Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

Figure 2.2: (a) Jablonski diagram of the energy levels of a Rhodamine 6G

dye molecule with an electronic ground state S0 and excited state

S1, separated by an energy ~ω0. Here, S denotes the singlet

state. The S0 and S1 manifolds contain rovibronic sub-states with

energies E and E′ respectively. (b) Schematic representation of

excitation of a Rhodamine 6G dye molecule by absorbing a photon

γ.

of the energy of the absorbed photon, as stated by Kasha’s rule [15,16].

As shown by Klaers et al. [9, 17, 18], the thermalization can be described

using rate equations as used in semi-classical laser theory, i.e. the rates

of spontaneous emission, stimulated emission and absorption. Using this

approach one can show for the dye-filled microcavity that the number of

photons with energy ε = ~Ω is given by

ρ(ε) =
g(ε)

e(ε−µ)/kBT − 1
. (2.19)

The above equation is identical to Eq. 2.13, i.e. the average occupa-

tion number of photons with transversal energy εn derived using the two-

dimensional harmonic oscillator imposed by the cavity mirrors. Thus the

interaction between the photons and the dye molecules leads to a thermal

equilibrium. The resulting two-dimensional thermalized photon gas is able to

make a phase transition into a macroscopic occupation of the ground state, i.e.

form a phBEC.

The temperature of the thermalized photon gas is related to the interac-
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2.5 Conclusion

tion of the photons with the dye molecules. For all photon energies, the

dye should have the same temperature. Whenever a rovibronic state that

is in equilibrium emits a photon, the Kennard-Stepanov relation holds, i.e.

f(ω)/α(ω) ∝ ω3e−~ω/kBT , where f(ω) denotes the average spectral energy

density of an emitted photon in free space, and α(ω) the absorption coefficient

of the dye solution [19, 20]. Through the multiple absorption and emission

processes, the Boltzmann factor is transferred to the spectral distribution of

the photon gas. For dyes obeying the Kennard-Stepanov relation the spectral

temperature is comparable to the thermal bath temperature and independent

of frequency. This holds for Rhodamine 6G used in this work. We therefore

expect the temperature to be T ' Tspect(ω), i.e. room temperature.

2.5 Conclusion

We show that, under the right conditions a photon gas is able to reach ther-

mal equilibrium, while maintaining a temperature independent tuning of the

number of photons in the thermalized gas. Confined to a microcavity pho-

tons behave like massive particles moving in the transverse plane of the cav-

ity, where they are trapped by the curvature of the mirrors with a trapping

frequency. This is equivalent to a non-relativistic massive particle in a two-

dimensional oscillator. The microcavity introduces a zero-point energy which

is much larger than the thermal energy, i.e. on average no thermal photons

are created or annihilated. The average photon number is therefore conserved.

Furthermore, we show that by introducing a droplet of Rhodamine 6G dye

into the microcavity, the dye acts as a heat bath for the photon gas. Thermal

equilibrium of the photon gas is attained through multiple absorption and

emission cycles of the photons by the dye molecules. Finally, we show that

using the solutions of an isotropic two-dimensional quantum harmonic oscil-

lator, or using rate equations in semi-classical laser theory to describe the

thermalization process yields the same result for Bose-Einstein statistics, i.e.

average occupation number of the photons in the system.
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3 Bose-Einstein Condensation of

Photons

Under the right conditions, photons confined in a dye-filled microcavity form a

thermalized photon gas. Using this thermalized photon gas, we quantitatively

show for both the spectral and spatial distributions of the photons emitted

along the optical axis of the cavity that a phase transition is observed, i.e.

Bose-Einstein condensation of photons (phBEC) is achieved.

3.1 Experimental Setup

In our setup light is confined in a microcavity consisting of two curved mirrors.

Each mirror has a specified reflectivity of 99.9985 %, and a radius of curvature

of 1 m. The typical cavity length is 2 µm. To reach a cavity length of 2 µm, the

back cavity mirror substrate is ground into a cone shape. This ensures that

the remaining mirror diameter of 1.5 mm fits inside the curvature of the other

cavity mirror, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this work, the ground mirror will

be referred to as the small cavity mirror, whereas the other mirror is referred

to as the large cavity mirror. Our setup is based on that of Klaers et al. [1].

Between the cavity mirrors a droplet of Rhodamine 6G, dissolved in ethy-

lene glycol, is held in place by the capillary force. The dye molecules are ex-

cited using laser pulses with a 500 ns pulse width and a wavelength of 532 nm.

The laser is a continuous wave diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser1 with a

maximum output power of 2 W. Using acousto optic modulators (AOM), the

light is chopped in the pulses of 500 ns with an extinction ratio of 5.4× 104.

The pump pulse is directed to the center of the cavity under an angle of

65◦ with respect to the optical axis, exploiting a reflectivity minimum of the

mirrors which would otherwise not transmit the pump light. Light inside the

microcavity interacts with the dye molecules. Through repeated absorption

1Laser Quantum, GEM 532 (DPSS).
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3 Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the setup. All the elements are described

in the text. The orange blocks labeled imaging and cavity length

are discussed in Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2, respectively.

and emission cycles, the trapped photons thermalize to the rovibronic tem-

perature of the dye solution, as explained in Section 2.4. When increasing

the photon number beyond the critical number, as defined by Eq. 2.18, ad-

ditional photons occupy the ground state of the system forming a phBEC at

the center of the trap.

As can be seen from Fig. 3.1, a Helium-Neon (HeNe)-laser is directed along

the optical axis of the microcavity. The HeNe is used for the stabilization

of the cavity length, a crucial parameter during the experiments described

in this work. To separate the light of the HeNe-laser from the thermalized

photons escaping the microcavity, a dichroic mirror is used. Light originating

from the HeNe-laser is reflected towards the cavity length stabilization, the

details of which are described in Section 3.1.2. The thermalized photons

are transmitted by the dichroic mirror and are directed towards the imaging

system, described in the next section.
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3.1 Experimental Setup

3.1.1 Imaging

Photons transmitted through the small cavity mirror are imaged on the cam-

era. For alignment purposes we use a red, green, blue (RGB) charged-coupled

device (CCD)2. The image scale on the camera is 1.42 µm/px. The camera

captures RGB color images of the photon gas inside the dye-filled microcavity.

For quantitative measurements of the thermal cloud and condensate, a more

sensitive camera is used3. This camera is equipped with a front illuminated

scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor (sCMOS) chip. The pix-

els on the chip have a full well electron depth of 30 000 e− and are read out

using a 16 bits analog-to-digital converter, which corresponds to a sensitivity

of 0.46 e−/ADU (analog digital unit). The quantum efficiency around the

wavelength of interest is approximately 0.56 e−/photon, leading to an effec-

tive sensitivity of 0.8 photons/ADU. By cooling the camera chip to 0 ◦C, the

readout noise is reduced to 1.2 e−/px, which corresponds to 2 photons/px.

We are thus shot noise limited for 4 or more photons per pixel.

3.1.2 Cavity Length

During the experiments described in this work, the cavity length is one of

the most crucial parameters. The cavity length determines the cutoff wave-

length which in turn determines the rate of (re-)absorption and (re-)emission

of photons with the dye molecules, i.e. the rate of thermalization. Thus for

deviations from the optimal cutoff wavelength, higher pump powers are re-

quired to reach phBEC, or condensation might even be impossible to obtain.

To stabilize the cavity length, a HeNe-laser is directed along the optical

axis of the cavity. As the cavity mirrors have a slight curvature, constructive

and destructive interference form thin circular rings, known as Newton rings.

In Fig. 3.2 the small cavity mirror is imaged by illumination with the HeNe-

laser. In the bottom left area the mirror surface is scratched, which is visible

as a red oval. The coarse structure in the periphery of the image is the

rough surface of the cone shape ground into the substrate, as mentioned in

Section 3.1. On the mirror surface the thin circular Newton rings are visible.

The radius of each ring is related to the cavity length. Keeping the radius of

a Newton ring constant thus means keeping the cavity length constant.

To achieve a stable ring radius, deviations from the optimal ring radius

2PointGrey, Chameleon 2.0
3Andor, Zyla 5.5 sCMOS
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3 Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

Figure 3.2: HeNe light emitted along the optical axis of the cavity. As the

cavity mirrors have a slight curvature, constructive and destruc-

tive interference form thin circular rings. The radius of the inner

ring is kept constant to keep the cavity length constant.

are constantly corrected for. The rings are imaged on a CCD camera4 with

a frame rate of 15 fps, which allows for the detection of vibrations and in-

stabilities of the cavity in the form of fluctuations of the ring radii. For the

feedback loop the radius of the inner ring is monitored and compared to a

preset value. The difference is coupled back to the cavity piezo driver control-

ling the cavity length, keeping the ring radius stable and therefore also the

cavity length. The bandwidth of the feedback loop is estimated to be 7.5 Hz,

which means that acoustic vibrations are not reduced by the lock. Therefore,

measurements need to be carried out in a quiet environment. The bandwidth

of the feedback loop is limited by mechanical resonances.

With the cavity length stable, we need to know the cavity length that the

setpoint of the lock corresponds to. We do this via the free spectral range of

4PointGrey, Flea3 (FL3-FW-03S1M-C)
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3.2 Results

the cavity, which increases for decreasing cavity length [2]

∆ωp,p−1 =
πc

n0D0
, (3.1)

where ∆ωp,p−1 denotes the free spectral range in terms of the angular fre-

quency between ωp and ωp−1, p a resonance peak, c the speed of light, n0 the

refractive index of the solvent, and D0 the cavity length. The cavity length is

defined as D0 ≡ qλcutoff/2n0 where q denotes the longitudinal mode number,

and λcutoff the cutoff wavelength. In terms of the wavelength, as measured

on a spectrometer, one can express the cavity length as

D0 =
λ2
p−1

2n0∆λp−1,p
. (3.2)

Thus, from measuring the wavelengths of two adjacent peaks in the spec-

trum the cavity length is determined. In practice, typical cavity lengths are

∼ 2 µm. At such short cavity lengths, the free spectral range is ∆ωp,p−1 =

3.29× 1014 Hz. The corresponding separation of two adjacent peaks in the

spectrum is thus 911 nm, making it difficult to measure. Instead, we make

the cavity longer, such that we can observe two adjacent peaks. Using these

peaks we determine the longitudinal mode number q via

q =
λp−1

λp−1 − λp
. (3.3)

When we shorten the cavity length, the Newton rings shrink. When the inner

Newton ring disappears, we have decreased the longitudinal mode number by

one. Hence, although the free spectral range becomes too large to be detected,

we are still able to determine q by counting the number of times a Newton

ring disappears starting from a known longitudinal mode number. With the

longitudinal mode number and corresponding cutoff wavelength we can thus

determine the cavity length, as well as estimate the magnitude of the in-lock

fluctuations of the cavity length. We find that the standard deviation of the

in-lock cavity length is in the order of 50 pm compared to the cavity length

of 2 µm.

3.2 Results

When increasing the photon number beyond the critical value, additional

photons will occupy the ground state of the system forming a phBEC. Here,
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3 Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

we qualitatively show that the phase transition occurs in the dye-filled micro-

cavity by studying both the spectral and spatial distributions of the photons

transmitted through the small cavity mirror. We first show that we are able

to reach thermal equilibrium of the photon gas in the dye-filled microcavity,

a pre-requisite for phBEC.

3.2.1 Thermalization

During the thermalization process, the photons should distribute themselves

around the point with the lowest potential energy, as discussed in Chapter 2.

This means that the maximum of the fluorescence, as measured on the camera,

should correspond to the trap center, i.e. the transverse position where the

mirror separation is largest. It also means that for a thermalized photon gas

the position of the pump as compared to the trap center should not influence

the position of the fluorescence maximum. We expect this to hold for a

certain range of pump displacements away from the trap center, as for large

displacements the photons will be blue-shifted out of the spectral range that

allows thermalization. We call the range of pump displacement for which we

reach thermalization of the photon gas, the thermalization radius RT.

The thermalization process depends on the number of absorption- and emis-

sion cycles of photons by the dye molecules. It therefore depends on two

things. Firstly, it depends on the absorption and emission spectra of the dye

molecules. Secondly, it depends on the anti-reflection coating of the cavity

mirrors, i.e. the lifetime of the photons inside the cavity. We therefore deter-

mine RT for four different cutoff wavelengths. To determine RT, we measure

the position of the fluorescence maximum as a function of the position of the

pump spot.

Starting at the trap center, the pump spot is displaced horizontally along

the x-axis in steps of 4 µm. For the experiment, we use a pump waist of 17 µm.

The pump is pulsed with a pulse width of 500 ns and a repetition rate of 2.5 Hz,

resulting in a duty cycle of 2.5× 10−4. During the measurement the pump

power is kept below the critical point to create a thermal cloud without a

phBEC. The fluorescence along the optical axis of the cavity is captured with

100 single-shot measurements using a RGB CCD camera, which is repeated

for every pump translation step. For every single-shot, the position of the

maximum of fluorescence is determined and converted into the distance from

the trap center |xfluor|. The values for |xfluor| are binned and plotted as a

function of the pump position xpump in a two-dimensional histogram, as can
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Figure 3.3: Two dimensional colorscale histogram of the displacement of the

fluorescence maximum from the trap center as a function of the

horizontal displacement of the pump spot for four cutoff wave-

lengths. For each cutoff wavelength a region exists where the

fluoresce maximum remains at the trap center while displacing

the pump spot, indicating thermalization of the photon gas.

be seen in Fig. 3.3.

The results for four different cutoff wavelengths are shown; 586 nm, 596 nm,

608 nm, and 619 nm. For each cutoff wavelength we observe a similar behavior

of |xfluor| as a function of xpump. When displacing the pump spot from the

negative x-axis towards the trap center, |xfluor| decreases, indicating that the

fluorescence maximum follows the position of the pump spot. At a certain

displacement from the trap center |xfluor| becomes constant. The range of
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the constant region is different for each cutoff wavelength. For the pump

displacement along the positive x-axis, |xfluor| increases again. The most

interesting part is the region where |xfluor| remains constant while displacing

the pump spot. Here, the position of the fluorescence maximum does not

change, indicating that the (re-)absorption and (re-)emission of the photons

by the dye molecules distributes the photon gas according to the harmonic

potential, discussed in Section 2.4. Hence, thermalization of the photon gas

occurs. We find RT = 16 µm (λcutoff = 586 nm), 24 µm (λcutoff = 596 nm),

20 µm (λcutoff = 608 nm), and 10 µm (λcutoff = 618 nm).

From our experiments we find that the radius of the thermal cloud RC ≈
200 µm. Thus, RT < RC as also observed by Klaers et al. [1]. However, their

value for RT is larger compared to ours. This discrepancy is explained by the

difference between the mirrors used in both systems. In our case we use two

spherical mirrors with a radius of curvature of 1 m each. Klaers et al. also use

two spherical mirrors, where one mirror has a curvature of 1 m and the other

has a radius of curvature of 6 m. Therefore, in the case of Klaers et al. the

harmonic trapping potential imposed by the cavity mirrors is less steep com-

pared to ours which means that spatially, the photon energies are more spread

out. Hence, the fluorescence signal on the camera is larger for Klaers et al.

resulting in a larger value for RT. Nevertheless, we both find RT < RC which

we attribute to the pump spot size of 17 µm. Although this small pump spot

does increase the resolution when determining RT, it also makes it more dif-

ficult to fully saturate the thermal cloud. Saturating the thermal cloud is

achieved in all the other experiments in this work using a pump spot size of

150 µm.

To reach a phBEC one should thus pump the cavity within ∼ 10 µm from

the trap center using a cutoff wavelength between 586 nm and 608 nm. After

performing the displacement measurements it is experimentally established

that the optimal cutoff wavelength for phBEC is 590 nm.

3.2.2 Spectral Distribution

In this section we observe the phase transition using the spectral distribution

of the photons transmitted through the small cavity mirror. The spectral

distribution of the photon gas is recorded using an OceanOptics spectrometer5

for each individual 500 ns pump pulse (with a repetition rate of 8 Hz) of the

5HR2000CG-UV-NIR
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Figure 3.4: Averaged spectral distributions of the photons transmitted

through the small cavity mirror. The colors correspond to dif-

ferent pump powers as shown in the left inset. The right inset

corresponds to the signal for the cutoff wavelength of 590.9 nm.

In this inset, both axes are logarithmic. The intersection between

the black dashed lines indicates Nc. When exceeded, a phBEC is

created.

experiment. The experiment consists of 100 repetitions of the same sequence

of shots. Such a sequence consists of 30 pulses, where each consecutive shot

within the sequence is for a larger pulse power, as illustrated by the inset in

Fig. 3.4.

In Fig. 3.4 the intensity on the spectrometer is plotted in a semi-logarithmic

scale as a function of the wavelength. From the figure one observes photons

from the microcavity with wavelengths ranging from 560 nm to 590.9 nm. The

peak intensity corresponds to the cutoff wavelength, i.e. λcutoff = 590.9 nm.

A decrease in the signal is observed for wavelengths of < 560 nm, which we

attribute to a limited detection aperture. The effect of the aperture size on

the detection of the experimental signal is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

The different colors in the figure correspond to different pulse powers used

during the sequence of shots. For increasing pulse powers, the overall signal

increases. However, at the cutoff wavelength an additional increase in the
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3 Bose-Einstein Condensation of Photons

signal is observed as identified by the sharp peak that is formed. The in-

crease at the cutoff wavelength corresponds to the phBEC that is created for

pulse powers that exceed the critical number of photons for which condensa-

tion occurs. The corresponding phase transition is best illustrated using the

right inset of Fig. 3.4. Here, the intensity on the spectrometer at the cutoff

wavelength is plotted as a function of the pulse number. Both axes of the

inset are logarithmic. Using the logarithmic scale, we observe two different

behaviors as illustrated by the black dashed lines. One below and one above

the critical photon number Nc, where the intersection of the dashed lines in-

dicates Nc. Below Nc, we achieve a thermal photon gas for every pump pulse

in the sequence. Above Nc, every pump pulse in the sequence also results in

a phBEC.

3.2.3 Spatial Distribution

In this section we discuss the experimental results using the spatial distribu-

tion of the photon gas inside the microcavity. The experimental sequence is

identical to the sequence used for the spectral distribution measurements. For

every pulse in the experimental sequence, the photon gas is recorded using

the Andor Zyla camera, described in Section 3.1.1.

A false color representation of the spatial distribution, below (a) and above

Nc (b), is given in Fig. 3.5. These images are recorded using the Andor Zyla

camera. When the number of photons in the system exceeds Nc, phBEC

is achieved, which we identify by the bright yellow spot in the center of

Fig. 3.5(b).

In principle, the spatial distributions of Fig. 3.5 are radially symmetric as

the cavity is isotropic. We therefore analyse the spatial distributions using

their radial average. The center of the spatial distributions is determined

with subpixel accuracy. From the center, the data is radially averaged. When

averaging the result over 100 single-shot measurements, taken with the Andor

Zyla camera, we obtain Fig. 3.6. Here, radial averages are plotted on a

logarithmic scale as a function of the distance r from the center for different

pulse powers, as indicated by the representation of the sequence of shots in

the upper inset. For pulse powers above Nc, phBEC is obtained.

As in the case of the spectral distribution, the phase transition is best il-

lustrated in the lower inset. Again, the axis of both axes of the inset are

logarithmic. Here, the signal at the center of the trap is plotted as a func-

tion of the pulse power, as indicated by the colors. Similar to the spectral
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Figure 3.5: False color spatial distribution of the photons emitting along the

cavity axis as imaged on the Andor Zyla camera. (a) Below the

critical photon number, a non-condensed photon gas is obtained

for a cutoff wavelength of 590 nm. (b) Above the critical photon

number, a phBEC is created at the center of the trap.

distributions, we observe two different behaviors of the photon gas below and

above Nc, as illustrated by the black dashed lines.

To describe the behavior of the radially averaged spatial distributions in

Fig. 3.6, let us focus on the red curve, i.e. the pump pulse with the largest

pulse power. For a range of r = 300 − 400 µm only background is detected.

For r ≤ 300 µm, the signal increases with decreasing r. This increase is

exponential and describes the tail of the thermal photon gas, i.e. the thermal

cloud. The slope of the tail is a measure of the spectral temperature of the

dye. As one can observe from the figure, the curves for each pulse power

almost overlap, which means that we are fully saturating the thermal cloud.

For increasing pulse powers we do see a small increase in the signal in the

thermal tail which we attribute to heating of the dye for the higher pulse

powers, which results in an increasing spectral temperature as explained in

Section 2.4. Finally, near the trap center, i.e. r < 25 µm, we observe a sharp

increase in the signal for every pulse power above Nc, indicating phBEC. For

pulse powers below Nc, the increase is not observed. In this case we only

achieve a thermal photon gas.
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Figure 3.6: Averaged radial profiles of the spatial distribution of the photons

transmitted through the small cavity mirror for increasing pump

power. The colors correspond to different pump powers as shown

in the upper inset. The lower inset shows the signal at the center

of the trap, i.e. r = 0 as a function of pump pulse. Here, both

axes are logarithmic. The intersection between the black dashed

lines indicates Nc, i.e. for larger powers every succeeding pump

pulse in the sequence results in a phBEC.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we describe the setup for creating a phBEC. We show that

that the setup can be used to create a photon gas in thermal equilibrium.

We show that for several cutoff wavelengths a thermalization radius exists for

which the photon gas thermalizes. Finally, we show quantitatively for both

the spectral and the spatial distributions of the photons transmitted through

the small cavity mirror that a phase transition occurs, i.e. we create phBEC.
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4 Density Distribution of a

Bose-Einstein Condensate of

Photons

The achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation of photons (phBEC) in a dye-

filled microcavity has led to a renewed interest in the density distribution of

the ideal Bose gas in a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. We present

measurements of the radial profile of photons inside the microcavity below

and above the critical point for phBEC with a good signal-to-noise ratio.

We obtain a good agreement with theoretical profiles obtained using exact

summation of eigenstates.1

4.1 Introduction

Since the realization of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute atomic

gases [1, 2], the density distribution of BECs and their surrounding thermal

cloud have been well studied using time-of-flight absorption imaging. The in-

situ density distribution of a BEC in a harmonic trap is first observed using

phase contrast imaging [3]. In later work, the density distribution of BECs in

a harmonic potential is also studied and has been well described theoretically

using a local density approximation [4]. This work has recently become even

more relevant with the creation of exciton-polariton condensates [5,6], which

truly have a two-dimensional nature.

However, for ideal bosons the local density approximation cannot be used

as the homogeneous system in that case does not show BEC at non-zero tem-

perature. This problem has recently become relevant with the achievement of

phBEC [7], which are expected to behave as ideal bosons. Initial theoretical

1This chapter is based on “Density Distribution of a Bose-Einstein Condensate of Pho-

tons in a Dye-Filled Microcavity”, S. Greveling, K. L. Perrier and D. van Oosten, Phys.

Rev. A 98, 013810 (2018).
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4 Density Distribution of a Bose-Einstein Condensate of Photons

work on the density distribution of phBECs [7–9], which relies on the local

density approximation should therefore be used with caution.

In this chapter we study the density distribution of photons in a dye-filled

microcavity, both experimentally and theoretically. Experimentally, we ex-

ploit the axial symmetry of the system by computing radial averages of the

photon gas yielding a good signal-to-noise ratio of the overall signal, especially

in the thermal tail of the distribution. This allows us to accurately study the

tail and compare the behavior of the tail below and above the phase transition.

Theoretically, we calculate the radial density profiles by carrying out an exact

summation of harmonic oscillator states weighed by the appropriate Bose-

Einstein distribution function. We find good correspondence between theory

and experiment. We also find, both experimentally and theoretically, that

below the phase transition the thermal distribution has the expected Gaus-

sian form, but that above the transition the thermal tail becomes strongly

non-Gaussian.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The optical design of our experimental setup is based on the work of the

Klaers et al. [7,10]. The core of our experimental setup is a cavity consisting

of two ultra-high reflecting, spherical mirrors with a radius of curvature of

1 m with a separation on the order of 1 µm, between which a droplet of a

Rhodamine 6G dye solution is placed. The dye solution is pumped by laser

pulses with a duration of 500 ns and a wavelength of 532 nm, which are created

using a CW laser and acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). Using three AOMs

in series gives us an extinction ratio of 5× 104, ensuring a high on/off contrast

of the pump pulse.

The density distribution of photons escaping through one of the cavity

mirrors is imaged. The photons first pass through a lens with a diameter

of 25.4 mm placed at the focal distance f1 = 75 mm away from the cavity.

The corresponding point spread function is dpsf = 1.7 µm. The consequences

of the effective aperture of this collecting lens will be discussed later. After

passing through the lens, a second lens with a focal length f2 = 200 mm is

used to created an image plane with a magnification M1 = f2/f1 = 2.67, used

for initial alignment purposes.

Using a second set of lenses, yielding an additional magnification M2 = 6,
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Figure 4.1: Typical false color images of the photon distribution inside the

cavity below (a) and above (b) the critical point for phBEC. The

bright core in the right image is the Bose-Einstein condensate,

whereas the surrounding distribution is the thermal cloud.

an image plane is imaged on an Andor Zyla camera2. Fig. 4.1 shows typical

false color images obtained below (a) and above (b) the BEC phase transtition

acquired using the Andor Zyla camera.

The camera and the AOMs are synchronized such that we can image the

distribution of photons in the cavity during each individual pump pulse. To

ensure reproducibility of our results, we perform our experiment in runs dur-

ing which thousands of images are taken without user intervention.

4.2.1 Automation

The heart of the automation system of the experiment is the Beaglebone Black

(BBB), a low-cost development platform built around the ARM Cortex-A8

processor (Sitara), running a Linux operating system. The BBB is particu-

larly suitable for real-time applications, because the Sitara processor includes

two so-called programmable real-time units (PRUs), which share memory

with the ARM core. We use one such PRU to address a serial ten bit digital-

to-analog converter (DAC). The voltage from the DAC is used to control the

RF power of one of the AOMs, allowing us to change the pump pulse power

during the experimental run. Furthermore, the PRU is programmed to pro-

2Andor Zyla 5.5 sCMOS: Quantum yield = 60 %, dpixel = 6.5 µm
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4 Density Distribution of a Bose-Einstein Condensate of Photons

vide trigger pulses for the AOMs and the camera. The PRU is instructed to

trigger a shot of the experiment by sending the appropriate commands over

shared memory using a Python script running on the ARM core.

The camera is an Andor Zyla 5.5 sCMOS, the data of which are read out

by a PC over a USB3 bus. At the start of an experimental run the camera

is set up for external triggering and a Python script runs that takes the

appropriate number of images. Afterwards, we start a Python script on the

BBB that sends the corresponding shot-requests to the PRU. Synchronization

is maintained by the fact that the camera is externally triggered by the PRU.

An experimental run typically consist of 50 repetitions of the same sequence

containing typically 60 shots each with a different pump power. Additionally,

for each shot a background image is taken. During a run we take 8 shots per

second, which including the background images leads to a frame rate of 16

frames per second (fps). As a single full frame image of the camera contains

approximately 11 MBytes, this corresponds to a data rate of 88 MBytes/s.

The total amount of data produced in one run is 66 GBytes. To handle the

data flow, we temporarily store the data of 10 experimental runs on a solid-

state-drive (SSD), with a capacity of 1 Tbytes. At the end of the day we copy

the data from the SSD to other storage media during the following night.

As the experiment runs completely without user intervention during an

experimental run, the lab is vacated during runs, which provides additional

stability and reproducibility contributing to the quality of our data.

4.3 Theory

In the grand canonical ensemble, the total number of identical, ideal bosons

in a trap with a set of discrete energy levels En is given by

N =
∑

n

gnfBE(En, µ, kBT ), (4.1)

where fBE denotes the well-known Bose-Einstein distribution function, gn

the degeneracy of the n-th energy level, µ the chemical potential, kB the

Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. In our dye-filled microcavity,

the energy levels are those of the isotropic two-dimensional quantum harmonic

oscillator. The principal quantum number is n = nx+ny, with nx,y ∈ N0 and

Enxny
= ~Ω(nx+ny +1), where Ω denotes the harmonic oscillator frequency.

We assume that neither the cavity nor the medium inside the cavity exhibits
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birefringence, i.e. that the harmonic oscillator frequency does not depend on

the polarization. Summation over the polarization thus yields a factor 2.

To determine the density of photons inside the cavity, we substitute the

probability distribution of each state of (nx, ny) into the above summation, i.e.

ρ(x, y) = 2
∑

nx,ny

∣∣ψnx(x)ψny (y)
∣∣2 fBE(Enxny , µ, kBT ), (4.2)

where the functions ψn(x) are the well-known one-dimensional harmonic os-

cillator wave functions. Because the expression contains a double summation

over a potentially large number of states, it is unfeasible to use in a least-

square fitting procedure. For that reason, we write the density as

ρ(x, y) =
∑

n

gnρn(x, y)fBE(En, µ, kBT ), (4.3)

where gn = 2(n+ 1) denotes the degeneracy and,

ρn(x, y) =
1

n+ 1

n∑

nx=0

|ψnx
(x)ψn−nx

(y)|2 . (4.4)

As the above expression for ρn(x, y) does not depend on the parameters µ

and T , we can precompute the summation over nx and carry out the sum-

mation over n during the fitting procedure. An added benefit of this method

is that in the isotropic system at hand, ρn can only depend on the radial

coordinate r, i.e. it must be radially symmetric. Thus we can compute ρn(r)

by computing the angular average of ρn(x, y) and use

ρ(r) =
∑

n

gnρn(r)fBE(En, µ, kBT )η(En), (4.5)

where we have introduced the detection efficiency η(En) that depends on the

photon energy, due to for instance the quantum efficiency of the camera used

in the experiment.

4.3.1 Implementation

Even though the eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional quantum harmonic os-

cillator are analytically known, their computation presents a numerical prob-

lem. For quantum numbers from n ≈ 150 and upwards the computation

involves intermediate values that exceed the maximum value of the double-

precision floating-point format. For this reason, we calculate the harmonic
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Figure 4.2: Typical examples of ρn(r) normalized to the maximum value.

oscillator wave functions using the Numerov method [11]. In order to reach

a sufficient accuracy for the large quantum numbers, we use a grid with a

resolution of ∆x = 2× 10−3 lHO, where lHO denotes the harmonic oscillator

length. We are left with an array ψnm, where n is the quantum number and

m labels the position according to xm = −50lHO + m∆x. We subsequently

take the absolute value squared of the numbers in this array, apply a low-pass

filter along the m-direction and sub-sample the array in the m-direction to

account for the finite optical resolution. Here, we assume a perfect parabolic

dispersion relation and correlations between the photons inside the cavity and

their angle distribution when escaping the cavity. Using the resulting one-

dimensional density distributions, we tabulate the functions ρn(rm), where

rm = m∆x. To use the tabulated data in the fit procedure, we create inter-

polating functions that allow us to scale the harmonic oscillator length to the

experimental value.

Examples of the resulting functions are shown in Fig. 4.2. For n = 1 we

find the familiar Gaussian form. For larger principal quantum numbers the

density distribution rapidly oscillates, as expected. Due to the filtering, the
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fast oscillations are suppressed. For principal quantum numbers in the order

of 100 or 1000, the filtered radial distribution behaves more and more like a

step function, with only a fast oscillation around the classical turning point

rctp =
√

2n lHO.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Experimental Profiles

To quantitatively analyse the results, we exploit the fact that the photon dis-

tributions are radially symmetric, as the microcavity is isotropic, allowing us

to perform a radial average. We first determine the center of the microcavity

by selecting a run with a visible condensate and locate the center pixel of the

condensate. Performing the procedure for several randomly selected images,

we notice that we always find the same center pixel, showing the stability of

the setup. From the center pixel we average each image radially outwards,

allowing us to increase the overall signal-to-noise ratio, but especially in the

tail of the distribution that is otherwise very noise.

In Fig. 4.3 we plot examples of experimentally obtained radial profiles,

below and above the critical photon number Nc. The two profiles overlap

except close to the center, where the orange line has an additional peak.

The additional peak is caused by the macroscopic occupation of the ground

state, i.e. the phBEC. The overlap between the profiles for larger distances,

is a direct consequence of Bose-enhancement; the thermal cloud is saturated

and thus cannot contain more photons. Additional photons must occupy the

ground state.

One can also observe that the profiles deviate from each other close to, but

outside the condensate. This is a consequence of the fact that we are dealing

with a finite system and that we are thus not formally in the thermodynamic

limit.

Lastly, we observe the decrease of the thermal tail of the distribution over

more than two orders of magnitude. It is crucial to use a collecting lens with a

sufficiently large numerical aperture, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The numerical

aperture of the collecting lens is reduced by inserting an aperture in front of

the lens. Reducing the aperture drastically reduces the thermal tail, which

has a large impact on the analysis. First, the condensate fraction is over-

estimated, as most of the thermal photons are not recorded. Second, as the
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Figure 4.3: Examples of experimental radial profiles measured below (blue)

and above (orange) the critical point for phBEC. We can detect

the decrease of intensity in the thermal tail over more than two

orders of magnitude. The insets show the (false color) camera

images, from which these radial profiles are computed.

slope of the thermal tail is a measure of the temperature, a smaller aperture

produces a steeper slope and thus predicts a lower temperature. As seen

from the figure, the difference between an aperture of 19.0 mm and 25.4 mm

is minor, which suggests that a 25.4 mm aperture is sufficient.

4.4.2 Fitting

The theoretical radial profiles depend on several parameters. First of all, we

need to know the harmonic oscillator length, which one can obtain from the

cutoff wavelength λcutoff , using [10]

lHO =

√
1

4π

λcutoff

n0

4

√
qR

λcutoff

n0
, (4.6)

where n0 denotes the refractive index of the solvent, q the longitudinal mode

number of the cavity mode and R the radius of curvature of the mirrors.
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Figure 4.4: Radial averages for measurements under identical pumping con-

ditions, but with a varying numerical aperture for the collecting

lens, i.e. � = 12.7 mm (bottom), � = 19.0 mm (middle), and

� = 25.4 mm (top). We see that reducing the numerical aperture

clearly cuts the thermal tail. The dashed lines show fits to our

theoretical model.

To relate the theoretical profile to the experimental profile, the detection

efficiency needs to be determined which takes into account the quantum effi-

ciency of the camera, and the reflection coefficients of the optical elements in

the experimental setup. To determine the efficiency, we use the fact that at

the phase-transition the total number of photons is given by Eq. 2.18:

Nc =
π2

3

(
kBT

~Ω

)2

, (4.7)

where Ω can be expressed in the experimental parameters as

Ω =
c

n0

√
2√

qR(λcutoff/n0)
. (4.8)

Using an iterative method, we find the detection efficiency by dividing the

value of Nc by the total experimental signal Nexp, which we obtain by nu-
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� µ [~Ω] T [~Ω] T [K]

12.7 mm −0.181± 0.003 77.5± 0.2 122.1± 0.3

19.0 mm −0.278± 0.006 106.9± 0.2 168.5± 0.4

25.4 mm −0.42± 0.01 123.1± 0.2 194.0± 0.4

Table 4.1: Fit results of the radial profiles for different apertures.

merically integrating the experimentally obtained radial profile. However, we

first need to obtain the temperature of the photon gas at the critical point.

We therefore fit the radial profile using the chemical potential µ and the tem-

perature T , both in units of ~Ω, as fit parameters. For the fit, we temporarily

use the detection efficiency as a free parameter. With the fitted temperature,

we can then recalculate the detection efficiency. The fitted and recalculated

detection efficiencies agree reasonably well. We repeat the procedure for 50

images at the phase-transition of Bose-Einstein condensation, and average

the recalculated detection efficiencies. The average detection efficiency is

used and kept fixed while we carry out the fits to the entire data set.

Fig. 4.4 shows examples of fits as black dashed lines to the radial profiles.

One can note the striking agreement between the fit and the large aperture

data over many orders of magnitude in signal, both for the thermal cloud

and the Bose-Einstein condensate. The fit parameters we find for the differ-

ent apertures are given in Table 4.1. We notice that the fitted temperature,

when converted to SI units, is not equal to room temperature as we would

have expected. This could be due to the aperture of the collecting lens. As

mentioned in Section 4.2, we image the cloud using a lens with a finite aper-

ture. Limiting the aperture suppresses highly oscillating functions, but more

importantly increases the slope. One can see that this plays a role, as the tem-

perature for the smaller apertures deviates further from room temperature.

To reduce the deviation between the fit result and the actual temperature of

the photon gas, one could lower the temperature of the dye solution which,

as shown by Damm et al. [12], also lowers the temperature of the photon gas.

Another approach is to use a larger numerical aperture. Based on our find-

ings optics with a diameter of 50.8 mm should be sufficient to fully capture

the spatial density distribution of the photon gas inside the microcavity.
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4.5 Conclusion

In our system, a Bose-Einstein condensate of photons in a dye-filled microcav-

ity, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by radially averaging the data. This

is especially true for the tails of the thermal distributions; a crucial step as it

is the tail that gives a reliable measurement of the temperature of the system.

Furthermore, we show that for the same reason, it is crucial to have a large

numerical aperture in the imaging system. Finally, we present a theoretical

model that we use to fit our data and demonstrate a good correspondence

between this model and our data.
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5 The Effective Interaction

Strength

We experimentally study Bose-Einstein condensation of photons (phBEC) in

a dye-filled microcavity. Through multiple absorption and emission cycles

the photons inside the microcavity thermalize to the rovibronic temperature

of the dye solution. Raising the photon density of the thermalized photon

gas beyond the critical photon density yields a macroscopic occupation of the

ground state, i.e. phBEC. For increasing density, we observe an increase of

the condensate radius which we attribute to effective repulsive interactions.

For several dye concentrations we accurately determine the radius of the

condensate as a function of the number of condensate photons, and derive

an effective interaction strength parameter g̃. For all concentrations we find

g̃ ∼ 10× 10−2, one order larger than previously reported.1

5.1 Introduction

Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) have been formed using cold atomic gases,

magnons, and exciton-polaritons as bosonic constituents [1–5]. More recently,

phBEC has also been achieved using a dye-filled microcavity [6, 7]. BEC is

closely related to the phenomenon of superfluidity. However, whereas the

condensate is related to equilibrium properties, the superfluid is related to

transport properties. Moreover, while BEC can be achieved in an ideal gas,

interparticle interactions are required for superfluidity. A crucial question is

therefore, in a phBEC do photon-photon interactions exist, and if so, are they

attractive or repulsive?

In the case for exciton-polariton condensates it has recently been claimed

by Sun et al. [8] that polaritons are in the strongly interacting regime with an

1This chapter is based on “The Effective Interaction Strength in a Bose-Einstein Con-

densate of Photons in a Dye-Filled Microcavity”, S. Greveling, F. van der Laan, K. L.

Perrier, and D. van Oosten, arXiv:1712.07922.
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interaction strength two orders of magnitude larger than previous experimen-

tal determinations and theoretical estimates. Previous work on the subject

of interactions by Klaers et al. [6] and Marelic et al. [7] suggests there are

effective repulsive interactions for a phBEC. Klaers et al. [6] estimate an ef-

fective dimensionless interaction strength of g̃ ≈ 7.5× 10−4 from the increase

in the condensate radius as function of the number of condensate photons.

Marelic et al. [7] measured the quasi-particle dispersion in the condensate,

from which they determine an upper limit of g̃ ≤ 10−3. Several interaction

mechanisms are discussed in the literature [9–11], where different models yield

10−4 < g̃ < 10−9. A more accurate determination of g̃ is essential.

In this chapter, we carefully measure the condensate radius and condensate

photon number for a large number of pump powers and several dye concen-

trations. Images of the condensate are taken on a single-shot basis, taking

special care to alternate shots of high and low pump powers to minimize

possible cumulative thermal effects. We develop a theoretical model to ac-

curately fit the condensate radius as well as the thermal tail of the photon

density distribution, which is essential for an accurate determination of the

condensate number. Finally, we determine g̃ for each dye concentration. We

find values more than one order of magnitude larger than previously reported.

5.2 Setup

In our setup light is confined in a microcavity consisting of two curved mir-

rors. Each mirror has a reflectivity of 99.9985 %, and a radius of curvature of

1 m. The typical cavity length is 2 µm. Between the mirrors a droplet of Rho-

damine 6G dissolved in ethylene glycol is held in place by the capillary force.

The dye molecules are excited using a 500 ns laser pulse with a wavelength

of 532 nm directed under an angle of 65◦ to the optical axis of the cavity,

exploiting a reflectivity minimum of the mirrors. The setup is based on that

of Klaers et al. [6, 9]. Photons inside the microcavity interact with the dye

molecules. Through repeated absorption and emission cycles, the trapped

photons thermalize to the rovibronic temperature of the dye solution [6, 12].

The resulting spatial distribution is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). When the photon

number is increased beyond the critical photon number, the additional pho-

tons occupy the ground state of the system forming a phBEC at the center

of the trap, which we identify by the bright “cherry-pit” in the center of

Fig. 5.1(b).
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Figure 5.1: False color spatial distribution of the photons emitted along the

cavity axis as imaged on the Andor Zyla camera. (a) Below the

critical photon number, a non-condensed photon gas is obtained.

(b) Above the critical photon number a phBEC as indicated by

the bright yellow signal, is created at the center of the trap.

5.3 Experiment

We determine the size of the condensate as function of the number of con-

densate photons. An increase or decrease in condensate radius for increasing

numbers of condensate photons can be interpreted as effective repulsive or at-

tractive interactions, respectively. During the experiment the photon density

inside the cavity is imaged for each individual pump pulse with a repetition

rate of 8 Hz, using a 5.5 megapixel sCMOS camera with a dynamic range of

16 bits2. The imaging scale is 485 nm/px.

For each shot of the experiment, the number of photons in the cavity is

controlled by the power of the pump pulse. To exclude cumulative heating

effects, the sequence of shots is chosen such that high and low pump powers

always alternate, ensuring that the total pump power of two consecutive shots

remains constant. The experimental sequence is performed for a total of four

different concentrations of Rhodamine 6G; 1.5, 6.0, 10.5, and 14.9 mM.

2Andor, Zyla 5.5 sCMOS
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5.4 Analysis

To determine the size of the condensate we first radially average the spatial

distribution of the experimental signal. Examples of such radial averages are

shown in Fig. 5.2 for two different condensate fractions N0/Ntot, where N0

denotes the number of photons in the condensate and Ntot the total number

of photons in the system. In Fig. 5.2 at the trap center, i.e. low r, a decrease

of the signal is observed for increasing r, since the size of the condensate is

finite. From r ≈ 20 µm, the signal is exponential indicating the thermal cloud.

Finally, at large r a signal offset and background noise are observed. More

importantly, if the radial profiles for small and large N0 are compared to each

other, an increase in the radius of the condensate is observed for larger values

of N0.

To determine the size of the condensate we fit the theoretical model de-

scribed by Eq. 4.5 to the radially averaged spatial distributions keeping the

harmonic oscillator length lHO fixed. To take interaction effects in the con-

densate into account we allow the ground state density distribution to have a

different spatial scale, Rc = αlHO where α denotes a spatial scale factor, i.e.

Eq. 4.5 becomes

ρ(r) = g0ρ0(αr)fBE(E0, µ, kBT )η(E0)

+

n∑

n≥1

gnρn(r)fBE(En, µ, kBT )η(En),
(5.1)

where the radial coordinate is expressed in terms of lHO as [9]

lHO =

√
~

mphΩ
, (5.2)

where mph = 7.7× 10−36 kg denotes the effective photon mass, and Ω =

2π · 2.1× 1011 Hz the trapping frequency.

The fit parameters in Eq. 5.1 are the temperature T , the chemical potential

µ and the spatial scale factor α. The temperature determines the slope of

the thermal cloud, whereas the chemical potential determines, for a given

temperature the height of the condensate peak. The factor α scales the width

of the condensate peak.

In Fig. 5.2 the fit results to the radial profiles for both the small and

large N0 are indicated by the red dashed curves. The model fits the spatial

distribution of the photon condensate extremely well with a reduced χ2 of

7× 10−4.
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Figure 5.2: Radially averaged profile of the spatial distribution of the photon

condensate for small (orange), and large (blue) number of photons

in the condensate N0. The red dashed lines indicate a fit to the

radial profiles.

5.5 Results

The results of the analysis as described in Section 5.4 are shown in Fig. 5.3,

where Rc is plotted as a function of N0. As mentioned in Section 5.3, the

sequence is chosen such that high and low pulse powers alternate. As shown

in the inset of Fig. 5.3, this effectively results in two interleaved pulse trains,

one with ascending and one with descending amplitude. Each data point in

Fig. 5.3 is an average over 100 fit results of individual spatial distributions.

For increasing N0 the size Rc increases, i.e. the condensate grows which we

attribute to effective repulsive interactions.

From Fig. 5.3 one can observe that the increase in condensate radius is iden-

tical for both the ascending and descending amplitudes, which shows that no

cumulative effects play a role. In a separate experiment, we exposed the dye

to a long, low power pulse before each shot and observed no change in ra-

dius, which indicates that direct heating by the pump pulse is not significant.
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Figure 5.3: The condensate radius Rc as a function of the number of conden-

sate photons N0 for both ascending (green circles) and descending

(purple squares) amplitudes. In the inset the interleaved pulse

trains are shown as used in the experimental sequence.

Thus we conclude that the mechanism that causes the increase in condensate

radius takes place within the individual shots of the experiment, hence on a

time scale shorter than 500 ns.

When performing the experimental sequence for different dye concentra-

tions we observe that the growth behavior of the condensate is similar. For

every dye concentration the results of the ascending and descending ampli-

tudes are the same. Therefore, we combine the results of the train of pulses

into one data set as shown in Fig. 5.4. Here, Rc is plotted as function of N0

for the four different dye concentrations. An increase in the radius of the con-

densate is observed for increasing numbers of condensate photons for every

dye concentration. We also observe that the dependence of the condensate

radius on the condensate photon number depends on the dye concentration.

Although the origin of the interactions is unknown, a possible mechanism is

described in Ref. [11]. The grand potential of the photon gas is determined by
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Figure 5.4: The condensate radius Rc as function of the number of condensate

photons N0 for four different dye concentrations. The continuous

lines are fits for each dye concentration according to Eq. 5.3 to

determine the dimensionless interaction strength g̃.

a variational approach and by assuming the effective (long-wavelength) inter-

actions to be a contact interaction. Wurff et al. [11] find that the condensate

radius is given by

Rc = lHO
4

√
1 +

g̃N0

2π
, (5.3)

where g̃ = mg/~2 denotes a dimensionless interaction strength. Here, m is the

mass of the particles, i.e. the effective mass of the photons in the cavity, and

g the coupling constant of the effective two-dimensional pointlike interaction

between the particles. Using this relation, we can obtain a measure for the

effective interaction strength for each dye concentration.

The colored lines in Fig. 5.4 show the fit results of Eq. 5.3 to the data

for each dye concentration. The results for g̃ and their corresponding stan-

dard deviation are listed in Table 5.1. Here we find a carefully determined

effective interaction strength for each dye concentration. The obtained ef-

fective interaction strengths are more than one order larger than previously
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c [mM] g̃

1.50 (12.4± 1.3)× 10−2

6.00 (4.1± 0.3)× 10−2

10.5 (1.5± 0.1)× 10−2

14.9 (2.0± 0.1)× 10−2

Table 5.1: Dimensionless effective interaction strength g̃ for different dye con-

centrations.

experimentally determined and theoretically predicted. We observe that for

decreasing dye concentrations, the interaction strength increases. A possible

mechanism is described in the supplementary material of Ref. [11], in which

it is shown that the interaction strength may decrease for certain conditions

with increasing dye concentration, in accordance with our experimental ob-

servation.

5.6 Conclusion

We show that for a phBEC in a dye-filled microcavity the condensate radius

increases for increasing numbers of condensate photons, indicating effective

repulsive interactions between the photons. By interleaving positive and neg-

ative power ramps in the experimental sequence, we can exclude cumulative

effects as a cause of the radius increase and thus put an upper limit of 500 ns

on the timescale of the effective interactions.

We find an effective interaction strength more than one order of magnitude

larger than previously experimentally determined [6]. The effective interac-

tion strength decreases with increasing dye concentration, in accordance with

theoretical predictions. Besides the previously experimental determinations,

the effective interaction strengths are also larger than theoretically expected

which can be due to a simplified two-level model of the dye molecules used

in the theoretical models.

The discrepancy with our findings and the upper limit found in the dynamic

experiments of Marelic et al. [7], shows that care needs to be taken in regards

to the time scale of the effective interactions. This will be the topic of future

research. Understanding the time scale of the effective interactions will lead

to insight in the mechanism behind them. If the effective interactions are of

a photon-photon nature, an interaction strength this large suggests that the
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observation of superfluidity or even BKT physics is within reach.
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6 The Polarization of the

Condensate

We measure the polarization of a photon gas in a dye-filled microcavity. The

polarization is obtained by a single-shot measurement of the Stokes parame-

ters. We find that the polarization of both the thermal cloud and the Bose-

Einstein condensate of photons (phBEC) does not differ from shot-to-shot.

In the case of the phBEC, we find that the polarization correlates with the

polarization of the pump pulse. The polarization of the thermal cloud is inde-

pendent of parameters varied in the experiment and is governed by a hidden

anisotropy in the system.1

6.1 Introduction

In many systems, ranging from condensed matter physics and particle physics

to cosmology, phase transitions and spontaneous symmetry breaking play a

crucial role. The simplest symmetry to be broken is the U(1) symmetry;

the symmetry of the overall complex phase of the wave function of a sys-

tem. Phases that show the broken symmetry include superconductors [1],

superfluids [2] and Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) [3–5]. The associated

phase transitions have been observed in many different systems under vari-

ous conditions, yet the actual breaking of the symmetry can only be observed

indirectly, as the absolute phase in quantum mechanics is not a measurable

quantity.

Richer physics can be observed when looking at the symmetry breaking of

more complex symmetries. In condensed matter physics, beautiful examples

have been studied using spin systems in the context of spinor BECs [6, 7],

magnetism [8] and spintronics [9, 10], where symmetry breaking can lead to

1This chapter is based on “Polarization of a Bose-Einstein Condensate of Photons in a

Dye-Filled Microcavity”, S. Greveling, F. van der Laan, H. C. Jagers, and D. van Oosten,

submitted for publication.
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the formation of magnetic domains separated by domain walls. In these

examples, the symmetry is broken because the system chooses a particular

direction for the spin degree of freedom.

The realization of BEC of exciton-polaritons [11,12] and of photons [13–15]

opens up new possibilities. After all, both the phase and the direction of

the electromagnetic field are observable quantities. A beautiful example is

given by the observation of half-quantum vortices in exciton-polariton con-

densates [16]; a direct consequence of spontaneous U(1) and polarization

symmetry breaking. In the case of the phBEC, an interesting property of

the photon gas is its polarization because the formation of a polarized con-

densate from an unpolarized thermal cloud constitutes a directly observable

example of symmetry breaking [17]. This raises the question: is the polar-

ization symmetry spontaneously broken and hence different for every single

phBEC? This subject was recently discussed in theoretical work by Moodie et

al. [18], who developed a model for the polarization dynamics in a dye-filled

microcavity which takes into account the polarization states of light, and the

effects of angular diffusion of the dye on the polarization state.

In this chapter, we experimentally study the polarization of the photon gas

by imaging the Stokes parameters on a single-shot basis. We find that both

the thermal cloud and the condensate are polarized. We vary experimental

parameters to investigate the breaking of the symmetry. The polarization of

the thermal cloud is independent of these parameters, and identical in every

shot of the experiment. We conclude it is pinned by a hidden anisotropy in

the system. However, the polarization of the condensate is fully determined

by the pump polarization. The symmetry breaking is therefore induced.

6.2 Setup

The polarimetry setup used in this work is shown in Fig. 6.1. Light escaping

through one of the mirrors of the microcavity enters the polarimetry setup

through the object plane, from where it is split and imaged onto four areas of

a single camera chip of a scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor

(sCMOS) camera2 using beamsplitters and a pair of lenses, respectively. The

image scale on the camera is 702 nm/px. Special care is taken that the four

paths from the object plane to the sCMOS chip have the same length, such

that all four images are in focus. In each of the paths polarizing elements

2Andor, Zyla 5.5 sCMOS
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6.2 Setup

Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of the polarimetry setup. The colored paths

indicate the different polarization states measured on the Andor

Zyla. From the intensities we determine the two-dimensional (2D)

Stokes parameters. A typical result of the 2D Stokes parameters,

on a single-shot basis is shown in the inset. The contribution to

the polarization for each Stokes parameter per pixel is indicated

by the corresponding color bar.

are placed such that they transmit light corresponding to Itot, I0◦ , I45◦ , and

IRHC, where Itot denotes the total intensity of the light. The other subscripts

denote the angle of linear polarization of light, and right-handed circularly

(RHC) polarized light.

With these four intensities, the Stokes parameters are obtained [19]

S0 = Itot,

S1 = I0◦ − I90◦ ,

S2 = I45◦ − I−45◦ ,

S3 = ILHC − IRHC,

(6.1)

which is one way to fully describe the polarization of light.
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The total degree of polarization p is given by the squared sum of S1, S2,

and S3:

p =
√
S2

1 + S2
2 + S2

3

/
S0. (6.2)

In order to work with the Stokes parameters, they are combined into a

vector known as the Stokes vector S:

S =




S0

S1

S2

S3


. (6.3)

As one can observe from Fig. 6.1, the polarimetry setup consists of many

optical elements that could effect the polarization of the experimental signal.

Since we do not want to measure each individual element separately, we cali-

brate the setup independently. We define a camera vector C consisting of the

signal in the four pixels corresponding to the same physical position. Using

the Stokes vector we formally describe the effect of our polarimetry setup as a

4×4 matrix M which transforms the Stokes vector into the camera vector, i.e.

M · S = C,




m00 . . . m03

...
. . .

...

m30 . . . m33


 ·




S0

S1

S2

S3


 =




Ctot

C0◦

C45◦

CRHC


,

(6.4)

where Ci denotes the components of the vector C.

In the case that the optical elements used in our polarimetry setup would

be perfect, the calibration matrix would be given by

Mtheory =




1 0 0 0

0.5 0.5 0 0

0.5 0 0.5 0

0.5 0 0 0.5


. (6.5)

This is however not the case. Using a white light laser and an acousto

optic tunable filter (AOTF) we determine the calibration matrix for four

different wavelengths; 570, 580, 590, and 600 nm. Using achromatic λ/2 and

λ/4 waveplates, we determine the Stokes vectors before sending the white

light laser through the polarimetry setup. The resulting calibration matrices
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for each wavelength are

M570 nm =




0.74 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

0.39 0.38 0.02 −0.03

0.48 −0.01 0.47 −0.12

0.39 −0.01 0.33 0.22


, (6.6)

M580 nm =




0.73 −0.01 −0.00 −0.01

0.39 0.39 0.01 −0.01

0.46 0.00 0.44 −0.14

0.38 −0.02 0.32 0.19


, (6.7)

M590 nm =




0.79 0.00 0.04 0.00

0.40 0.40 0.01 −0.01

0.48 −0.01 0.44 −0.18

0.40 −0.02 0.36 0.18


, (6.8)

and

M600 nm =




0.86 0.02 0.00 −0.02

0.44 0.44 0.01 0.00

0.52 −0.02 0.48 −0.20

0.44 −0.02 0.38 0.21


. (6.9)

The photon gas inside the microcavity consist of a range of wavelengths.

Therefore, each matrix is inverted and used to analyze the images obtained

with the polarimetry setup. The resulting Stokes parameters are averaged

over the four wavelengths.

6.3 Experiment

During the experiment the photon gas inside the cavity is imaged for each

excitation pump pulse of 500 ns with a repetition rate of 8 Hz, using the

polarimetry setup. For each pump pulse we also take a background measure-

ment. We thus determine for each pump pulse the full polarization of the

photon gas inside the cavity.

The number of photons in the cavity is set by the power of the pump

pulse. To investigate whether the photon density influences the degree of

polarization, the pump power is increased for each consecutive shot in the

sequence keeping the polarization of the pump pulse constant.
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The experimental sequence is performed for different pump pulse polariza-

tions and for a total of three different concentrations of Rhodamine 6G dis-

solved in ethylene glycol: 1.5, 10.5, and 14.9 mM. As discussed by Moodie et

al. [18], the rotational diffusion constant of the solvent can influence the polar-

ization of the phBEC. We therefore also perform the experimental sequence

for Rhodamine 6G dissolved in methanol with a concentration of 1.5 mM.

The rotational diffusion constant of methanol is a factor 50 lower than that

of ethylene glycol [20].

6.4 Results

Using the measured intensities and the inverse of our matrices M, we de-

termine the Stokes parameters for every individual pixel. A typical result

is shown in the inset of Fig. 6.1. Here, the top left image shows the total

intensity, i.e. S0, normalized to the maximum pixel count. In the false color

image, the condensate and thermal cloud are clearly visible. The thermal

cloud is identified by the purple color, whereas the phBEC corresponds to

the bright yellow center of the image. The other three images in the inset

show the three 2D Stokes parameters S1, S2, and S3, which are normalized

to S0.

From S1, S2, and S3 one observes a clear difference between the thermal

cloud and the condensate, showing that they have different polarizations. In

the case of the phBEC, one observes that S2 and S3 are both close zero, but

that S1 is close to 0.5, indicating that the phBEC is mostly linearly polarized

in the horizontal direction. For the thermal cloud, one observes that all three

Stokes parameters fluctuate around zero in the periphery of the images.

Using 50 images containing a phBEC, we determine the center of the con-

densate with subpixel accuracy. From the center we average the data radially

outwards for each Stokes parameter. For photon gases created under iden-

tical conditions, the 2D Stokes parameters do not differ significantly from

one another, which indicates that the polarization of the condensate and the

thermal cloud are fixed in our system. We therefore average the radial Stokes

parameters over 50 BECs created under identical conditions. An example is

given in Fig. 6.2. In the first three panels the Stokes parameters S1, S2, and

S3 are plotted as function of the distance r from the center of the trap. In the

fourth panel of Fig. 6.2 the total degree of polarization as given by Eq. 6.2 is

plotted as a function of r. The sharp peak close to the center is the phBEC,
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Figure 6.2: Radial average of 2D Stokes parameters S1 (red), S2 (blue), and

S3 (orange) and p (purple), averaged over 50 identical phBECs.

For each panel the degree of polarization is plotted as a function

of the distance r from the center. Additionally, each panel also

contains the radial average of S0 (green), plotted on a logarithmic

scale (right axis) as a function of r.

whereas the exponentially decaying signal for larger distances corresponds to

the thermal cloud. The root mean square uncertainty for S1, S2, S3, and p

is indicated by their associated pastel color.

From Fig. 6.2 one observes from the fourth panel that the phBEC is strongly

polarized with a degree of polarization at the trap center of p = 0.54± 0.23.

For increasing r one observes that the degree of polarization decreases. From

a range of r = 25− 115 µm, the degree of polarization remains approximately

constant with a value of p = 0.25± 0.12. As one can observe from the radial

profile of S0, r = 25 µm corresponds to the spatial size of the phBEC; for

larger distances only the thermal cloud remains. For r ≥ 115 µm, the Stokes

parameters and their uncertainty diverge due to near-zero experimental signal

in the periphery.

From the first three panels of Fig. 6.2 we observe that the main polariza-

tion contribution of the condensate is linear in the horizontal direction. The

polarization of the thermal cloud does not have a large single polarization

contribution, although S2 dominates.
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Figure 6.3: Degree of polarization for the center (orange) and edge(green) of

the photon gas as a function of the condensate fraction. When

Nc is exceeded, a phBEC forms in the center.

In Fig. 6.3 we plot the degree of polarization of the center and the edge of

the photon gas as a function of the condensate fraction Ntot/Nc, where Ntot

denotes the total number of photons in the system and Nc the critical number

of photons. For lower pump powers, i.e. Ntot/Nc < 1, only a thermal cloud

is created. For Ntot/Nc ≥ 1 phBEC is achieved.

For Ntot/Nc < 1, the center measurement corresponds to a thermal cloud,

but for Ntot/Nc ≥ 1, it also contains a contribution from the condensate,

which becomes more important as Ntot/Nc becomes larger. The edge mea-

surement denotes the degree of polarization of the thermal cloud, averaged

over a range of r = 25− 115 µm.

For Ntot < Nc one observes from Fig. 6.3 that the degree of polarization for

the center and the edge of the thermal cloud are the same. For Ntot > Nc the

degree of polarization in the center differs from that of the edge of the thermal

cloud and the degree of polarization in the center increases for increasing

Ntot. This trend is consistent with the assumption that the condensate is

fully polarized in the horizontal direction, as discussed by Moodie et al. [18].

In Fig. 6.3 we summarize the results of experiments with different dye

concentrations and solvents. Each bar in Fig. 6.3 represents the averaged
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Figure 6.4: Degree of polarization for the center (orange) and edge (green) of

the photon gas as function of different dye solutions and solvents.

The average condensate fraction is 1.18± 0.07.

results of phBECs with a condensate fraction of 1.18± 0.07. As one can

observe from Fig. 6.4, the dye concentration does not significantly influence

the polarization results. The degree of polarization and the main contribution

remains the same for both the condensate and the thermal cloud for every

concentration. Changing the dye solvent from ethylene glycol to methanol

also does not significantly influence the results.

All the results above are taken using the same polarization for the pump

pulse: horizontal polarization. The radially averaged Stokes parameters ob-

tained using a vertically polarized pump pulse are shown in Fig. 6.5. Here, the

radial profiles are averaged over 50 phBECs taken under identical conditions,

similar to to Fig. 6.2.

From the figure one observes that the phBEC remains strongly polarized

with a degree of polarization of 0.63± 0.21. The result for S1 stands out as the

polarization contribution described by this Stokes parameter changed from

the horizontal direction to the vertical direction. The polarization of the con-

densate follows the polarization of the pump pulse. The main contributions of

S2 and S3 remain close to zero. The degree of polarization for r = 25−115 µm

remains approximately constant with a value of p = 0.16± 0.12. For the ther-
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Figure 6.5: Radial average of 2D Stokes parameters averaged over 50 identical

phBECs created using a vertically polarized pump pulse. The

colors and labels are identical to those of Fig. 6.2.

mal cloud, the contributions have not changed with respect to Fig. 6.2; the

main contribution remains S2.

6.5 Conclusion

We investigate the symmetry breaking properties of a phBEC in a dye-filled

microcavity by imaging the polarization of the photon gas inside our mi-

crocavity, on a single-shot basis. We show that the degree of polarization

is identical for every condensate and thermal cloud that we create under

identical experimental conditions. For increasing condensate fractions, we

show that the degree of polarization at the center of the experimental signal

increases. This is consistent with the assumption that the phBEC is fully

polarized in the direction of the pump and thus yields a larger contribution

for increasing condensate fractions, which is in agreement with the theoretical

model by Moodie et al. [18]. The degree of polarization of the thermal cloud

is not influenced by varying the condensate fraction, dye concentration, the

dye solvent, and in particular is not sensitive to the pump polarization.

We show that the dye concentration or the dye solvent does not influence
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6.5 Conclusion

the results. Changing the pump polarization does not influence the polariza-

tion of the thermal cloud. The main contribution remains linear polarization

under −45◦, independent of the parameters we varied in the experiment. The

polarization therefore seems to be governed by a hidden anisotropy. However,

changing the pump polarization does change the polarization of the phBEC.

The symmetry breaking is thus not spontaneous, but induced by the pump

polarization.
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7 Large Area Photonic Crystal

Cavities: a Local Density

Approach

Large area photonic crystal cavities are devices of interest for photovoltaics,

optoelectronics, and solid-state lighting. However, depending on their dimen-

sions they pose a large computational challenge. Here, we use a local density

approach to avoid direct simulation of the device. We capture the effect of

both ideal and distorted photonic crystals in an effective mass and an effective

potential. We use these to map the problem of calculating the electromagnetic

field modes to solving a simple time-independent Schrödinger equation. We

show that, in the case that the hole radius varies quadratically as a function

of position, the eigenmodes of the photonic crystals can be described by the

corresponding eigenmodes of the quantum harmonic oscillator with typical

agreements well above 90 %.1

7.1 Introduction

Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric structures which can exhibit a com-

plete photonic band gap [1, 2]. The photonic band gap is analogous to the

band gap observed in semiconductors [3]. The defining property of the pho-

tonic band gap is that it forbids propagation of light in a certain frequency

range [1, 2]. This property enables full control and manipulation of light.

This has led to many applications such as omni-directional mirrors [4], het-

erostructure cavities [5], slow light generation [6], photonic crystal LEDs [7],

solar cells [8], (chirped [9]) photonic crystal fibers [10], and chirped photonic

crystal coupled waveguides [11,12].

1This chapter is based on “Large Area Photonic Crystal Cavities: a Local Density

Approach”, M. C. F. Dobbelaar, S. Greveling, and D. van Oosten, Opt. Express 23,

7481–7499 (2015).
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7 Large Area Photonic Crystal Cavities: a Local Density Approach

For all these applications, the design of the photonic crystal device is cru-

cial for the manipulation of light. However, designing and simulating large

photonic crystals devices requires large computational power. Accurately cap-

turing the effect of the periodicity requires a high resolution within the unit

cell, which in a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculation addition-

ally leads to a very small time step. Furthermore, as one needs to simulate

a large device, a large number of these unit cells have to be included in the

simulation. This results in a very large memory usage and long simulation

times which can span several days.

This problem can be overcome using slowly varying envelope approxima-

tions [13, 14], in which deviations from a perfectly periodic structure are

treated perturbatively. We on the other hand obtain the envelope using a local

density approximation, similar to the work of E. Istrate and E. Sargent [15].

We summarize the effect of the band structure in terms of an effective mass

and the energy of the bottom of the band of interest. We then use this energy

as an effective potential for a massive particle and solve the wave equation

for that particle. This amounts to solving the time-independent Schrödinger

equation. In this way the microscopic problem is transformed into solving a

macroscopic equation.

For the first time, we give a proof of principle of this method for one

and two-dimensional photonic crystals of air holes, in the specific case that

the hole radius varies quadratically as a function of position. For these sys-

tems we determine the overlap between the solutions of the time-independent

Schrödinger equation and high resolution FDTD simulations. We show that

our method can even take into account disorder due to fabrication imperfec-

tions which are always present in real photonic crystal devices. Our method

offers more insight in the modes of large area photonic structures and greatly

relaxes the computational effort in designing these structures. It therefore

opens up new possibilities to design, develop and understand larger and more

complex devices relevant to photovoltaics, optoelectronics, and solid-state

lighting.

7.2 Theory

From Maxwell’s equations for dielectric media with permittivity ε and per-

meability µ, the wave equations for the electric and magnetic fields are given
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7.2 Theory

by [1]

∇×
(

1

µ
∇×E

)
− εk2

0E = 0, (7.1)

∇×
(

1

ε
∇×H

)
− µk2

0H = 0, (7.2)

where k0 =
√
ε0µ0ω denotes the wave vector, ω the frequency, and ε0 and µ0

the vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively.

In a medium where ε or µ vary periodically in space, i.e.

ε(x + R) = ε(x) and µ(x + R) = µ(x),

where R is any lattice vector, it is well known that the eigenstates obey

Bloch’s theorem and thus take the form

Em,k(x) = EEEm,k(x)eik·x, (7.3)

Hm,k(x) = HHHm,k(x)eik·x, (7.4)

with EEEm,k(x+R) = EEEm,k(x) and HHHm,k(x+R) =HHHm,k(x). Solving the wave

equations using these functions as an ansatz, yields a set of eigenvalues k0 for

each k that correspond to the dispersion ωm,k/c of the Bloch bands.

The dispersion exhibits bands (labeled m) and band gaps. For our method

we need an isolated band, the bottom of which does not overlap with other

bands, i.e. the first band above a band gap. In two dimensions the third

TM band of a triangular lattice of air holes is a good example [1]. When

one decreases the hole radius in a small region of the crystal the bands in

this region shift down. This means that light can be trapped there. Famous

practical examples of this mechanism are so-called double-heterostructure

cavities [16, 17], and photonic crystal microcavities [18]. As these cavities

are usually optimized to have a small mode volume they can be effectively

simulated using FDTD methods. Large mode-area cavities on the other hand

do not easily lend themselves to direct simulation.

However, when the mode-area is large, we can assume that the hole radius

varies only slowly as a function of position and that the cavity mode thus

samples only a small distribution of hole radii. In that case, we expect that

we can to a good approximation find the eigenmodes of the cavity by simply

multiplying the Bloch solutions by a scalar function Ψn(x) that creates a
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slowly varying envelope for mode n. We thus write

En(x) = Ψn(x)a3/2
∑

{kmin}

EEEmc,kmin(x)eikmin·x, (7.5)

Hn(x) = Ψn(x)a3/2
∑

{kmin}

HHHmc,kmin(x)eikmin·x, (7.6)

where mc denotes the number of the band used to create the cavity mode,

and a the lattice constant. The summation is performed over all wave vectors

kmin in the first Brillouin zone that yield a minimum of the band.

The eigenmodes of the photonic crystal cavity can thus be described by

the corresponding envelope Ψn(x). To find this envelope without performing

time consuming FDTD simulations, we use a local density approach. We first

calculate the band structure for a photonic crystal with a certain hole radius.

From this band structure, we extract the bottom of the mc-th band and the

curvature at the bottom, which we express in terms of an effective mass. We

repeat this calculation for a range of hole radii to obtain the frequency ω0(ρ)

at the bottom of the band and the effective mass m∗(ρ) as a function of

the hole radius ρ. As we will show, for a suitable choice of the system, the

effective mass varies only weakly with hole radius. We therefore will assume

that the effective mass is constant over the system. The bottom ω0(ρ) on the

other hand scales approximately linearly with the hole radius.

If we change the hole radius as a function of the position of the lattice

vector Ri, i.e. ρi = ρ(Ri), we can approximate the energy of light in the

mc-th band at that lattice vector as Ei = ~ω0(ρ(Ri)), where ~ denotes the

reduced Planck’s constant. In the local density approximation, we now treat

this position dependent energy as a potential energy

V (x) = ~ω0(ρ(x)). (7.7)

Note that in the above equation, we treat ρ(x) as a continuous function,

where before we only defined ρ on the lattice vectors of the photonic crystal.

The effective wave equation for the envelope can thus be written as Eq. (7.8),

which corresponds to the time-independent Schrödinger equation [14]

{
−~2∇2

2m∗
+ V (x)

}
ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (7.8)

We will thus use the solution ψ(x) as an approximation to Ψn(x).

When the hole radius varies quadratically as a function of the distance from

the center of the device, and the bottom ω0 goes approximately linearly as
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7.3 One-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

a function of hole radius, the potential energy V (x) becomes approximately

harmonic. In this case, the solution of the Schrödinger equations are the

well known harmonic oscillator states. In the following, we will compare the

results of FDTD calculations with the results obtained in the local density

approximation in one dimension. Subsequently, we will add disorder to the

hole radius ρi. For this case, we will solve Eq. (7.8) for a distorted harmonic

potential, and again compare the resulting ψ(x) with FDTD calculations. We

will conclude with the discussion of a two-dimensional example.

7.3 One-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

7.3.1 Effective Mass and Effective Potential

In Fig. 7.1 the band structure of a one-dimensional photonic crystal is shown.

This photonic crystal consists of dielectric slabs with a thickness w = 0.45 a,

where a denotes the lattice constant. The remaining 55 % of the unit cell

consists of air. The band structure was obtained using the open-source MIT

photonic band (MPB) package [19]. To a good approximation, the first band

above the band gap in the dispersion relation around the edge of the first

Brillouin zone can be taken to be parabolic. This means that we describe the

energy of the electromagnetic modes with a dispersion that is similar to that

of a massive particle

E(k) = E0 +
~2 (k − k0)

2

2m∗
, (7.9)

where E0 denotes the energy of a photon at the minimum of the band, k0

the wavenumber at the minimum of the band, and m∗ the effective mass

that arises from the local curvature of the band. Since we describe the local

curvature in terms of an effective mass we include ~. This inclusion will make

the relation to the Schrödinger equation more recognizable. Note however

that despite the appearance of ~, our description is still completely classical.

Fitting a second order polynomial to the band in a small region around

the minimum, and converting the scale invariant dimensionless units used by

MPB to more conventional units, we find E0 = 0.72 eV and m∗ = 1.82 µme,

where me denotes the electron mass. Here we have used a lattice constant

a = 500 nm and a dielectric constant ε = 12.

This calculation has been performed for a large range of widths w, resulting

in Fig. 7.2. As shown in Fig. 7.2(a), the energy of a photon at the minimum of

the band decreases for increasing slab width. Fig. 7.2(b) shows the relation
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Figure 7.1: Photonic band structure (blue) of a one-dimensional photonic

crystal with a constant dielectric slab width of w = 0.45 a. In red

(dashed), a local parabolic approximation according to Eq. (7.9)

is depicted. The vertical gray dashed line indicates the edge of

the first Brillouin zone.

between the effective mass and the slab width. As can be seen from this

figure, for small widths the effective mass increases for increasing slab width,

passes through a maximum for w ≈ 0.38 a, and then decreases approximately

linearly.

We now select a range of widths where m∗ is approximately constant. The

boundaries of the range are depicted by the vertical black dashed lines located

at w = 0.35 a and w = 0.45 a. For this range we find a clear linear dependence

of E0 on the width. Using this linear dependence, we construct our one-

dimensional photonic crystal such that we slowly decrease the slab width

away from its center (w = 0.45). This thus effectively results in a trapping

potential for light in the crystal because the bands shift up when moving

away from the center of the chirped photonic crystal.

By decreasing the slab size quadratically away from the center of the struc-
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Figure 7.2: MPB calculations for a range of slab widths w. In (a) the energy

of the bottom of the band E0(w) (red circles) is depicted. A first

order polynomial (blue) is fitted to the data points within the

range depicted by the two vertical black dashed lines. In (b) the

effective mass m∗(w) is indicated by green triangles.

ture, the effective potential becomes harmonic since in our region of interest

the dependence of E0 on w is linear. Chirping the photonic crystal quadrat-
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ically is achieved via

w(x) = w0 −
(
x

η

)2

, (7.10)

where w(x) is treated as a continuous variable similar to Eq. (7.7), w0 = 0.45 a

denotes the slab width at the center of the structure, x the distance from the

center, and η is a measure for the chirping of the photonic crystal. We use

crystals described by Eq. (7.10) in FDTD simulations to investigate their

electromagnetic mode profiles.

7.3.2 FDTD Results

The simulation results discussed in this paper are obtained using the open

source FDTD software package MEEP [20]. In an FDTD calculation, Maxwell’s

equations are evolved over time within a finite region. By analyzing the re-

sponse of a system to a short pulse one can obtain frequencies, decay rates,

and field patterns of the eigenmodes of a system.

For the simulations, the chirped photonic crystal is first initialized. In one

dimension, this is achieved by setting a fraction of a unit cell to be dielectric

material. For all photonic crystals discussed in this paper a dielectric constant

ε = 12 is considered for the dielectric material. At the boundaries of the pho-

tonic crystal, a perfectly matched layer (PML) is added. The PML acts like

an absorbing material that prevents reflections at the simulation boundaries.

The photonic crystal including the PML is discretized in space and time by

the resolution of the simulation. The resolution denotes the computational

grid resolution, in pixels per unit distance.

Subsequently, we excite the eigenmodes of our photonic crystal using a

short pulse with a center frequency fcen and broad bandwidth f∆ from a point

current source (Hz), positioned inside the photonic crystal. This position will

be referred to as the excitation point. During the evolution of the field inside

the photonic crystal, the point current source is turned on. After the source is

turned off, the field is evolved further and the resulting field at the location of

the source is used to determine the frequencies fcen,n of the eigenmodes using

harmonic inversion [21]. In order to obtain the field patterns of an eigenmode,

we run the simulation again using a pulse with a narrow-bandwidth fδ around

fcen,n. This way we excite only the mode in question.

Using a single core of an Intel Core i3-2130 processor, calculating the field

pattern of a single mode in one dimension takes ≈ 8.4 min for the values

listed in Table 7.1. In Fig. 7.3, the resulting field patterns of the first four
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Parameter Value

a 500 nm

w0 0.45 a

η 40
√
a

resolution 128 px
a

f∆ 0.2 c
a = 120 THz

fcen 0.3 c
a = 180 THz

fδ 0.001 c
a = 600 GHz

excitation point −4.0 a

Table 7.1: Simulation parameters for the one-dimensional chirped photonic

crystal, where c denotes the speed of light. The value for the

excitation point has been chosen such that it does not lie at the

origin because this would result in the excitation of only the even

(n = 0, 2, 4, ...) eigenmodes.

eigenmodes of the photonic crystal are shown in blue. In this figure the dielec-

tric function of the photonic crystal is depicted in gray. From this figure we

see that the magnetic field component (Hz) is confined to the dielectric slabs.

Also, for each successive eigenmode we observe additional nodes in the appar-

ent envelope of the field pattern. These apparent envelopes strongly resemble

the quantum harmonic oscillator modes [22]. We quantify this resemblance

in the next sections.

7.3.3 Local Density Results

As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, the potential can be approximated to be

harmonic when the photonic crystal is chirped quadratically. In the one-

dimensional case, Eq. (7.8) can thus be written as

− ~2

2m∗
d2ψ(x)

dx2
+

1

2
m∗Ω2x2ψ(x) = (E − V (0))ψ(x), (7.11)

where Ω denotes the harmonic oscillator frequency, and V (0) the potential

energy at x = 0.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this equation are well known and are

given by [22]

En′ = V (0) + ~Ω

(
n′ +

1

2

)
, (7.12)
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Figure 7.3: FDTD results of the field patterns in one dimension for (a) the

first, (b) the second, (c) the third, and (d) the fourth eigenmode.

The intensity of the field patterns (blue) are plotted as a function

of position x. The absolute squared eigenmodes of the quantum

harmonic oscillator (red dashed) are plotted. In the background

the dielectric function ε(x) (gray) of the photonic crystal is plot-

ted, its value indicated on the right axis.

and

ψn′(x) =

(
m∗Ω

π~

)1/4
1√

2n′n′!
Hn′(ξ)e

−ξ2/2, (7.13)

where Hn′(ξ) denotes the n′-th Hermite polynomial, and ξ = x/lHO a di-
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7.3 One-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

mensionless variable with lHO =
√
~/m∗Ω the harmonic oscillator length.

Using the values for a and η from Table 7.1, we find Ω = 2π · 4.23 THz and

lHO = 1.53 µm.

In Fig. 7.3 the squared absolute value of the wave functions (red-dashed) of

Eq. (7.13) are plotted using these values. The wave functions show an excel-

lent correspondence with the apparent envelope of the field patterns obtained

by the FDTD simulation. As explained in Section 7.3.1, the key to the local

density approach is the fact that the effective mass m∗ can be considered

constant for a large enough range of widths w. To map the envelope function

we furthermore require a linear relation between the energy of the bottom of

the band E0 and w. Since the higher order modes extend further towards

the outside of the structure, they are more sensitive to deviations from these

ideal conditions. For higher order modes we therefore observe a mismatch

between the envelopes obtained in the local density approach and the exact

envelope obtained from FDTD.

To quantify the agreement between the FDTD simulation and the quan-

tum harmonic oscillator modes, we first compare the mode frequency spac-

ings. From the FDTD simulation we obtain a mode frequency spacing of

2π · 3.82 THz between fcen,0 and fcen,1. As mentioned above, the local den-

sity approximation yields Ω = 2π · 4.23 THz. This amounts to a difference of

10 % which already shows a good agreement.

7.3.4 Detailed Analysis of the Local Density Results

In the previous section we have seen promising results from our local den-

sity approach. However, what we are interested in are the mode profiles of

photonic crystals while avoiding time consuming FDTD calculations. In this

section we therefore determine the agreement between the envelope Ψn(x) of

the eigenmodes obtained from FDTD simulations and the quantum harmonic

oscillator modes ψn′(x). We do this by computing the inner product

cn,n′ = 〈Ψn(x)|ψn′(x)〉 , (7.14)

where cn,n′ thus denotes the contribution of ψn′(x) to Ψn(x).

To determine cn,n′ we must first obtain the envelope function Ψn(x) from

the FDTD simulations. We do this by spatially Fourier transforming the field

pattern, retrieving the components of the field in reciprocal space, i.e. the
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Figure 7.4: Obtaining the envelope of an eigenmode of the chirped photonic

crystal. In (a) the complex field pattern (blue) of Fig. 7.3(a) is

depicted. In (b) the spatial Fourier transform (blue) of (a) is

shown. A mask (red dashed) is centered at the edge of the first

Brillouin zone. Multiplying (b) with the complex conjugate of the

corresponding plane wave, and taking the inverse Fourier trans-

form results in (c). Here, the resulting envelope Ψ0 is indicated

by the green dashed line.

Fourier transform of Eq. (7.6). In the case of a one-dimensional photonic crys-

tal, {kmin} corresponds to the edges of the first Brillouin zone. In Fig. 7.4(b),

the spatial Fourier transform is shown (blue solid line) of the fundamental

mode of the field pattern in Fig. 7.4(a).

The spatial Fourier transformation of Eq. (7.6) can be written as

H̃mc
(k) = Ψ̃n(k)⊗H̃HHmc,kmin

(k), (7.15)

where ⊗ denotes a convolution and
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Figure 7.5: Envelope of a single mode Ψn compared to all theoretical har-

monic modes ψn′ . In (a) the envelope of the third eigenmode Ψ2,

(b) the first harmonic ψ0, (c) the second harmonic ψ1, (d) the

third harmonic ψ2, (e) the fourth harmonic ψ3, (f) all other har-

monic modes ψrest. In the upper right corner of subplots (b) - (f)

the contribution |c2,n′ |2 of ψn′ to Ψ2 is depicted.

H̃HHmc,kmin
(k) =

∑

kmin,κ

H̃HHkmin,κδ (k− (kmin + κ)) , (7.16)

where κ = ia∗ + jb∗ with a∗ and b∗ the reciprocal lattice vectors, and i,

j ∈ Z.
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7 Large Area Photonic Crystal Cavities: a Local Density Approach

Placing a mask as indicated by the red dashed curve in Fig. 7.4(b) over the

positive valued kmin of the first Brillouin zone, Eq. (7.15) is reduced to

H̃mask,mc
(k) = Ψ̃n(k)⊗H̃HHmc,kmin

δ (k− kmin) , (7.17)

where H̃mask,mc
(k) denotes the masked Fourier transform of the magnetic

field.

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (7.17), and multiplying the

result with the complex conjugate of a plane wave with wave vector kmin,

in order to eliminate the exponential term, yields the envelope Ψn(x) as

indicated by the green dashed line in Fig. 7.4(c).

Now, the contributions of ψn′(x) to Ψn(x) can be determined. As an

example, the contributions of ψn′(x) to the third eigenmode of the FDTD

simulation (n = 2) are shown in Fig. 7.5.

From Fig. 7.5 we observe a very good agreement between the envelope

(a) and corresponding eigenmode of the quantum harmonic oscillator (d):

|c2,2|2 = 92.4 %. We also observe that the neighboring eigenmodes of the

quantum harmonic oscillator ψ1(x) and ψ3(x) show a contribution of a few

percent. This is likely because the zero crossings of the n = 2 harmonic os-

cillator wave functions are close to the maxima of the Bloch function of the

magnetic field which leads to a local violation of the local density approxima-

tion. Quantitative analysis of the electric field, of which the Bloch function

already has a minimum at those zero crossings, supports this statement, as

for the electric field the envelope much more closely approaches the quantum

harmonic oscillator.

For the one-dimensional case, the modes found from the FDTD simulations

are thus in excellent (> 90 %) quantitative agreement with the eigenmodes of

the quantum harmonic oscillator.

7.3.5 One-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity with Disorder

We have just seen that the FDTD simulations for a chirped photonic crystal

show an excellent agreement with the corresponding solutions of the one-

dimensional time-independent Schrödinger equation. However, fabricated

photonic crystals will not be perfect in the sense that the diameter and posi-

tion of the air holes can deviate from their intended value. These fabrication

imperfections result in a distorted harmonic potential.

For a fabrication error on the position ∆x of the air holes, the local effective

refractive index of the photonic crystal is comparable to that of the perfect
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7.3 One-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

quadratically chirped photonic crystal. In the band structure of Fig. 7.1 this

means that there is a small displacement in the ±k-direction at the bottom of

the band. Since this is a local minimum, E0 is unaltered up to first order in k.

However, in the same figure a fabrication error on the diameter ∆w(xi) of the

air holes results in a vertical shift, i.e. a change of E0. Hence, this vertical

shift has a much stronger effect on the distortion of the harmonic potential

than that of the horizontal shift at the bottom of the band. For the distorted

harmonic potential we therefore only consider fabrication imperfections on

the diameter of the air holes.

Including fabrication imperfections, the photonic crystal is described by

w(xi) = w0 −
(
xi
η

)2

+ ∆w(xi), (7.18)

where we now cannot treat w as a continuous variable as the hole size devia-

tion only has a single value per unit cell.

In Fig. 7.6, the first four eigenmodes are plotted (blue) for a photonic

crystal created using Eq. (7.18). Here ∆w(xi) is generated using a random

number generator that is normally distributed with a standard deviation of

σw = 10 nm. Again, the magnetic field component (Hz) is confined to the

dielectric slabs, but as can be seen from the figure, the field patterns deviate

considerably from those of the ideal system shown in Fig. 7.3. From the

apparent envelopes of the field patterns in Fig. 7.6 a monotonic increase of

the number of nodes with the mode number is still visible. However, there is

no longer a symmetry plane through the origin.

In our model this is because the potential is no longer harmonic. Taking

into account the fabrication imperfections the potential can be expressed as

V (xi) =
1

2
m∗Ω2x2

i + ∆V (∆w(xi)), (7.19)

where ∆V (∆w(xi)) denotes the distortion of the harmonic potential due to

∆w(xi).

Solving Schrödinger’s equation with the potential as given by Eq. (7.19) can

be achieved using normalized Numerov integration [23]. Numerov integration

is a numerical method for solving second order differential equations without a

first order term. As we only know V on one point per unit cell, we perform the

Numerov integration using a single grid point per unit cell. For comparison

with time-consuming FDTD simulations, finding four modes using Numerov

integration takes a few seconds.
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Figure 7.6: FDTD results of the field patterns in one dimension with a dis-

torted harmonic potential. The intensity of the field patterns

(blue) are plotted as a function of position x for (a) the first, (b)

second, (c) third, and (d) fourth eigenmode. In each subfigure,

the normalized Numerov integration (green dashed) is included.

The green dots depict the grid points used for this integration. In

the background the dielectric function ε(x) (gray) of the photonic

crystal is plotted, its value indicated on the right axis.

The results of the Numerov integration are indicated by the green dashed

line in Fig. 7.6. The green dots depict the grid points used for the integration.

As can be seen from this figure there is an excellent agreement between the

solutions of the normalized Numerov integration method and the envelopes
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7.4 Two-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

of the eigenmodes for a distorted chirped photonic crystal.

In one dimension we have shown that the eigenmodes of a perfect quadrat-

ically chirped photonic crystal can be mapped to the eigenmodes of the quan-

tum harmonic oscillator with a typical agreement of > 90 %. When adding

disorder to the photonic crystal, its eigenmodes can still be approximated

by the solutions of the Schrödinger equation which are obtained using the

normalized Numerov integration scheme.

7.4 Two-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

7.4.1 Effective Mass and Effective Potential

We now extend our approach to two dimensions. Analogous to the one-

dimensional case, the photonic crystal needs to be designed such that a com-

plete photonic band gap arises, the effective mass can be considered constant,

and gives rise to an effective harmonic potential.

Two-dimensional photonic crystals are periodic in a certain plane while

they are uniform in the direction perpendicular to that plane. We define this

plane to be the xy-plane. Due to mirror symmetry of the crystal in this plane

the modes can be classified into two distinct polarization classes. When the

electric field is confined to the xy-plane the modes are referred to as being

transverse electric (TE). Its polarization is given by (Ex, Ey, Hz). When the

magnetic field is confined to the xy-plane the modes are assigned transverse

magnetic (TM). The corresponding polarization is given by (Hx, Hy, Ez).

We compute the band structure for a two-dimensional photonic crystal

consisting of a triangular lattice of air holes. In Fig. 7.7 we show the band

structure for a photonic crystal with an air hole radius of ρ = 0.42 a.

With ρ = 0.42 a a complete photonic band gap is obtained such that no

light in a certain frequency range can propagate through the crystal. This

band gap is indicated by the blue horizontal region in Fig. 7.7. Increasing ρ

will increase the size of the band gap. The first minimum of the band above

the band gap is located in the third TM band. Hence, an Ez source can be

used to excite the mode within this band.

Also indicated in Fig. 7.7 is the hexagonally shaped Brillouin zone. The

irreducible part of the Brillouin zone is indicated by the gray shaded area.

Within the Brillouin zone there are three high symmetry points: Γ, M , and

K. As can be observed from the band structure the minimum of the third
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Figure 7.7: Photonic band structure with the TE (red) and TM (green) bands

of a two-dimensional photonic crystal consisting of a triangular

lattice of air holes. The radius of the air holes equals ρ = 0.42 a.

The blue horizontal region depicts the complete photonic band

gap.

TM band is located at a K-point.

From the curvature of the band around the minimum, we can again deter-

mine the effective mass. However, assigning a single effective mass is prob-

lematic in two- and three-dimensional crystals as the effective mass gener-

ally depends on the direction. In this specific case, the dispersion is almost

isotropic around the K-point; the effective mass varies only a few percent as

a function of direction. For this reason, we use in the following the angle

averaged effective mass.

In one dimension we have seen that by chirping the photonic crystal in a

quadratic manner, an effective harmonic potential is obtained. Quadratically

chirping a two dimensional crystal can be achieved by replacing Eq. (7.10)

with

ρ(x, y) = ρ0 +
1

2

(
x2 + y2

η2

)
, (7.20)

where ρ(x, y) is again treated as a continuous variable similar to Eq. (7.7),

and ρ0 denotes the radius of the center air hole. Note that the crystal is now
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7.4 Two-Dimensional Harmonic Cavity

described in terms of the air hole radius rather than the dielectric slab width

as in Eq. (7.10).

Chirping the photonic crystal according to Eq. (7.20), the resulting two-

dimensional harmonic potential is given by

V (x, y) =
1

2
m∗Ω2(x2 + y2). (7.21)

With this harmonic potential the solutions of the two-dimensional time-

independent Schrödinger equation are obtained. These solutions are used to

investigate our model in two dimensions, i.e. to determine their overlap with

the envelopes of the corresponding eigenmodes of the photonic crystal found

by performing FDTD simulations.

7.4.2 Results

In order to excite the mode within the third TM band we use an Ez source

as mentioned in Section 7.4.1. For a simple comparison of the computational

effort, we ran the simulation on a single core of an Intel Core i3-2130 processor

using the parameters listed in Table 7.2. Per eigenmode of the photonic

crystal, this results in a computation time of ≈ 6.5 h.

In two dimensions, the time-independent Schrödinger equation in polar

coordinates is given by

{
− ~2

2m∗

[
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
+

1

r2

∂2

∂φ2

]
+ V (r)

}
ψn′,l = Eψn′,l, (7.22)

where V (r) = 1
2m
∗Ω2r2 denotes the harmonic potential, and Ω the harmonic

oscillator frequency. The subscripts n′ and l denote the principal quantum

number and the quantum number related to the z-component of the angular

momentum, respectively.

The solutions of Eq. (7.22) are given by [24]

ψn′,l(r, φ) = Cn′,le
−ζ2/2(ζ)|l|L|l|p (ζ2)eilφ, (7.23)

where L
|l|
p (ζ2) denotes the generalized Laguerre polynomials, p = n′−|l|

2 the

radial quantum number, ζ ≡
√

m∗Ω
~ r a dimensionless variable, and Cp,l =√

2m∗Ωp!
~(p+|l|)! a normalization constant.

The solutions ψn′,l(r, φ) are complex valued functions, whereas MEEP by

default returns real valued fields. Complex field patterns can be obtained

using MEEP. In this case both the simulation time per mode and the memory
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Parameter Value

a 500 nm

ρ0 0.405 a

η 40
√
a

resolution 32 px
a

f∆ 0.03 c
a = 18 THz

fcen 0.38 c
a = 228 THz

fδ 0.001 c
a = 600 GHz

excitation point (−1.775 a,−1.044 a)

Table 7.2: Simulation parameters for the two-dimensional chirped photonic

crystal. The excitation point is given as (x, y). The value for the

excitation point has been chosen such that it does not lie on a

symmetry axis of the photonic crystal because this would result in

the excitation of only the even (n = 0, 2, 4, ...) eigenmodes.

usage are increased by a factor 2. A more elegant way to obtain the complex

valued fields is to use a Fourier transformation from the time domain to

the frequency domain of the FDTD field patterns. In the frequency domain

we discard the negative frequency components as they are not a solution to

Schrödinger’s equation. By taking the inverse Fourier transform to return to

the time domain, we recover the complex valued field patterns.

In Fig. 7.8 the intensity of the first four eigenmodes is depicted, ranging

from white to dark red. The modes have been normalized to unity as indicated

by the colorbar. On top of each eigenmode the photonic crystal structure is

drawn.

To determine the envelopes of the eigenmodes in Fig. 7.8, we again take the

spatial Fourier transform of the complex valued field pattern. The result of

this Fourier transform is given in Fig. 7.9(a), where the maximum intensities

are distributed in a hexagonal manner due to a six-fold rotational symmetry

of the crystal. We select one of the intensity maxima using a mask (blue

dashed circle). Taking the inverse Fourier transform, and multiplying the

result with the complex conjugate of a plane wave with wave vector kmin

yields the envelope Ψn(r, φ), as indicated in Fig. 7.9(b).

However, before we determine the overlap between the FDTD envelopes

and the eigenmodes of the quantum harmonic oscillator we first note that for

each principal quantum number n′ = 2p+ |l| the eigenmodes of the quantum
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Figure 7.8: FDTD results of the field patterns in two dimensions. From white

to dark red, the intensity of the field patterns are plotted for

(a) the first, (b) the second, (c) the third, and (d) the fourth

eigenmode. On top of the field patterns the chirped photonic

crystal is plotted, where the dielectric material is depicted in black

and the air holes in white.

harmonic oscillator have a (n′+1)-fold degeneracy. Due to this degeneracy, we

expect the mode envelopes to be described by a superposition of degenerate

quantum harmonic oscillator modes, i.e.

ψn′(r, φ) =
∑

l

cn,{n′,l}ψn′,l(r, φ), (7.24)

where cn,{n′,l} denotes the contribution of each degenerate state ψn′,l(r, φ)

to Ψn(r, φ). This contribution is determined via

cn,{n′,l} = 〈Ψn(r, φ)|ψn′,l(r, φ)〉 . (7.25)
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Figure 7.9: Obtaining the envelope of an eigenmode of the chirped photonic

crystal cavity. In (a) the spatial Fourier transform of the field

pattern of Fig. 7.8(a) is shown. A mask (blue dashed) is placed

around an intensity maxima. Taking the inverse Fourier trans-

form, and multiplying the result with the complex conjugate of

the corresponding plane wave results in the envelope Ψn(r, φ) in

(b).

The total contribution of the eigenmodes of the quantum harmonic oscil-

lator to the mode envelopes of the FDTD simulations is expressed by

|cn,n′ |2 =
∑

l

∣∣cn,{n′,l}
∣∣2 . (7.26)

In Fig. 7.10 the contributions of the eigenmodes ψn′(r, φ) of the quantum

harmonic oscillator to Ψ2(r, φ) are shown. In the upper right corner of (b)-(f),

|c2,n′ |2 is indicated for each mode. Similar to one dimension, there is an excel-

lent agreement (|c2,2|2 = 92.0 %) between the envelope of the third eigenmode

of the FDTD simulation and the third eigenmode of the quantum harmonic

oscillator. The neighboring modes again have contributions of only a few per-

cent. For the two-dimensional photonic crystal, the eigenmodes obtained from

the FDTD simulations can thus be described in excellent (> 90 %) agreement

by the eigenmodes of the two-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator.
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Figure 7.10: Envelope of a single mode Ψn compared to all theoretical har-

monic modes ψn′ . In (a) the envelope of the third eigenmode

Ψ2, (b) the first harmonic ψ0, (c) the second harmonic ψ1, (d)

the third harmonic ψ2, (e) the fourth harmonic ψ3, (f) all other

harmonic modes ψrest. In the upper right corner of subplots (b)

- (f) the contribution |c2,n′ |2 of ψn′ to Ψ2 is depicted.

7.5 Conclusion

We demonstrate a novel and intuitive approach to calculate the electromag-

netic field modes of photonic crystals by translating the task to solving a

simple time-independent Schrödinger equation, thereby avoiding large com-
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putational FDTD simulations.

For the approach the local potential energy within a chirped photonic crys-

tal is derived from the energy of the bottom of a photonic band for a periodic

photonic crystal. The effective mass is obtained from the curvature of the

band. We show that for a certain range of air hole radii, the energy at the

bottom of the band decreases linearly with the air hole radius, whereas the

effective mass can be considered constant to a good approximation. Increas-

ing the air hole radius quadratically as a function of distance to the center of

the crystal results in an effective harmonic potential.

With this harmonic potential, we obtain the solutions of the time-independent

Schrödinger equation. Comparing these solutions in both one and two di-

mensions to the envelopes of the eigenmodes within the photonic crystals,

yields a typical overlap well above 90 %. The analytical solutions of the time-

independent Schrödinger equation can thus be used to model the eigenmodes

of one- and two-dimensional photonic crystals to a very good approximation.

This approach reduces computational effort by many orders of magnitude.

We also show that adding disorder to the photonic crystal in the form

of a deviation on the air hole radius results in a distorted potential. Using

normalized Numerov integration we solve the time-independent Schrödinger

equation with the potential using only a single grid point per unit cell. The

solutions follow the envelopes of the corresponding field patterns of the FDTD

simulations. Our approach thus even works in the presence of disorder.

Our technique could be extended to increase the accuracy for higher order

modes. As explained a mismatch occurs because the linear relation for E0(w)

breaks down and the effective mass m∗ can no longer be considered constant.

In this case numerical integration can be performed to account for the non-

linearity of E0(w). Also, a position dependent mass could be included in this

integration to obtain a more accurate calculation of the envelope. This is

however beyond the scope of this work.

Due to the intuitive nature and low computational costs of the model it

can be of great interest when designing large photonic crystal structures, for

instance in the field of photovoltaics, optoelectronics, and solid-state light-

ing.
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Samenvatting

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven werk is experimenteel onderzoek naar vloei-

baar licht. Twee woorden die afzonderlijk in het dagelijkse gebruik vaak

voorkomen maar gecombineerd opeens zéér tot de verbeelding spreken.

In de natuur komen verschillende toestanden der materie voor. Voorbeel-

den uit het dagelijks leven zijn vast, vloeibaar, gasvormig en gedurende een

onweersbui zelfs plasma. Bij een fase-overgang gaat materie over van de ene

toestand naar een andere. Door een wolk van atomen extreem koud te maken,

is het mogelijk om een fase-overgang te maken naar een vijfde toestand van

de materie: het Bose-Einstein condensaat. Het bijzondere aan deze exotische

toestand is dat alle atomen in dezelfde kwantummechanische grondtoestand

zitten. De atomen zijn hierdoor niet meer van elkaar te onderscheiden en

gedragen zich als een collectief; dat wil zeggen niet als individuele deeltjes

maar als een collectieve golf.

Bose-Einstein condensatie

Bose-Einstein condensatie is voorspeld in 1924. Het is in dit jaar dat Saty-

endra Nath Bose een elegante manier ontdekte om de wet van Planck af te

leiden. We staan er in het dagelijks leven misschien niet vaak bij stil maar

licht is een heel speciaal verschijnsel. Licht bestaat namelijk uit deeltjes die

we fotonen noemen. Deze fotonen hebben echter iets speciaals: ze kunnen

zich zowel als deeltje maar ook als golf gedragen. De wet van Planck be-

schrijft de verdeling van de fotonen over de mogelijke toestanden: als functie

van hun golflengte van een door een ideale stralingsbron uitgestraalde elektro-

magnetische golven bij een bepaalde temperatuur. Bose bewerkstelligde zijn

afgeleide door een nieuwe manier te introduceren om de kwantumtoestanden

van niet van elkaar te onderscheiden lichtdeeltjes te tellen. Albert Einstein

generaliseerde het werk van Bose door deze nieuwe deeltjesstatistiek toe te

passen op massieve deeltjes: bosonische atomen. Einstein voorspelde dat bij

lage temperaturen de bosonen allemaal in de laagste energietoestand van het

systeem gaan zitten en hiermee een zogeheten macroscopische bezetting van
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de grondtoestand vormen: het Bose-Einstein condensaat.

Het maken van een Bose-Einstein condensaat is echter niet makkelijk. Na

de voorspelling van Bose en Einstein duurt het 70 jaar voordat Carl Wie-

man en Eric Cornell er, op de voet gevolgd door Wolfgang Ketterle, in slagen

om een Bose-Einstein condensaat van atomen te creëren. Dat het zo lang

duurde heeft een goede reden. Om een Bose-Einstein condensaat te maken,

zijn een extreem lage temperatuur en een hoge dichtheid vereist. Wanneer

wij als natuurkundigen het in dit geval echter hebben over een extreem lage

temperatuur, dan bedoelen we −273 ◦C: het absolute nulpunt (van de tem-

peratuursschaal). Om een dergelijk extreem lage temperatuur te behalen zijn

laser- en verdampingskoeling een vereiste. Naast deze technieken is ook een

vacuüm systeem met een enorm lage druk nodig om vervuiling met andere

atoomsoorten te vermijden. Wieman, Cornell en Ketterle ontvingen voor hun

prestatie dan ook gezamenlijk de Nobelprijs voor Natuurkunde.

Fotonen

Voor alle bosonische deeltjes is het, zoals Bose en Einstein al aantoonden

theoretisch gezien mogelijk om een Bose-Einstein condensaat te vormen. Dit

geldt ook voor lichtdeeltjes. Tot sinds kort is er echter altijd verondersteld

dat lichtdeeltjes geen Bose-Einstein condensaat konden vormen, ondanks hun

bosonische karakter. Dit komt omdat lichtdeeltjes zowel geen massa hebben

als niet behouden zijn; vereisten voor Bose-Einstein condensatie. Een paar

jaar geleden is hier echter een oplossing voor gevonden door middel van een

met vloeistof gevulde reflecterende doos. Door lichtdeeltjes op te sluiten in de

specifieke reflecterende doos is het mogelijk om de lichtdeeltjes te beschouwen

als lichtdeeltjes met een “effectieve” massa. Het grote voordeel van dit sys-

teem is dat de massa van de lichtdeeltjes vele malen kleiner is in vergelijking

met atomaire bosonen. Dit stelt wetenschappers in staat om Bose-Einstein

condensatie van lichtdeeltjes te realiseren bij kamertemperatuur.

Voor Bose-Einstein condensatie is echter ook nog thermisch evenwicht nodig

van de deeltjes in het systeem. Dit is waar de vloeistof in de reflecterende doos

in beeld komt. De zogeheten kleurstofmoleculen in de vloeistof zijn namelijk

in staat om de lichtdeeltjes die we de doos in sturen te absorberen. Bijzonder

is dat de moleculen na verloop van tijd weer lichtdeeltjes uitzenden. Deze

uitgezonden lichtdeeltjes hebben echter net een andere energie dan dat van

de geabsorbeerde lichtdeeltjes. Doordat de uitgezonden lichtdeeltjes moeite
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hebben met ontsnappen uit de reflecterende doos, is de kans groot dat ze weer

geabsorbeerd worden door een molecuul. Doordat dit proces zich heel vaak

herhaalt, onstaat er een thermisch evenwicht. De energie van de lichtdeeltjes

gerelateerd is aan hun temperatuur. De vloeistof in de reflecterende doos

fungeert als het ware als een warmtebad voor de lichtdeeltjes.

Bij een Bose-Einstein condensaat van licht is er sprake van een continue

doorstroom van deeltjes in tegenstelling tot de atomaire Bose-Einstein con-

densaten. Dit maakt het alleen al interessant om te onderzoeken hoe een

Bose-Einstein condensaat van licht verschilt van de atomaire Bose-Einstein

condensaten. Tevens zijn sommige experimenten makkelijker met licht uit te

voeren dan met atomen. Dit biedt mogelijkheden om nieuwe verschijnselen

te onderzoeken, die moeilijk of niet uit te voeren zijn met een atomair Bose-

Einstein condensaat.

Dit proefschrift

Dit proefschrift begint met een formele introductie in het onderzoeksgebied in

hoofdstuk 1. Het daarop volgende hoofdstuk beschrijft de theorie die nodig is

om fotonen te laten Bose-Einstein condenseren. De experimentele opstelling

die gebouwd is, wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3, evenals een kwantitatief

bewijs dat we met deze opstelling Bose-Einstein condensaten van fotonen

kunnen maken. De hierop volgende hoofdstukken beschrijven verschillende

experimenten die zijn uitgevoerd met een Bose-Einstein condensaat van foto-

nen.

In het eerste experiment (hoofdstuk 4) zijn de dichtheidsprofielen van het

fotongas in de trilholte bestudeerd. Dit is interessant vanuit een kwantum-

mechanisch oogpunt omdat in een Bose-Einstein condensaat van fotonen deze

fotonen worden geacht zich te gedragen als ideale bosonen. Het systeem is

hierdoor uitermate geschikt om het ideale Bosegas in een twee-dimensionale

harmonische oscillator te bestuderen; het inmiddels klassieke tekstboekvoor-

beeld in de kwantummechanica. We bestuderen dit door middel van ruim-

telijke radiële profielen van het fotongas in de trilholte onder en boven de

transitie naar een Bose-Einstein condensaat. Een radieel profiel wordt ver-

kregen door vanuit het midden van het experimentele signaal in cirkels naar

buiten toe het signaal te middelen. Deze methode zorgt voor een uitstekende

signaal-ruis verhouding. We vinden een zeer goede overeenkomst tussen de

experimentele radiële profielen en de theoretische profielen die verwacht wor-
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den volgens de kwantummechanica.

In het tweede experiment (hoofdstuk 5) worden interacties in het Bose-

Einstein condensaat van fotonen bestudeerd: wisselwerken fotonen met el-

kaar? Dit zou heel gek zijn omdat fotonen normaal gesproken niks van elkaar

moeten hebben. Zet twee lampen tegenover elkaar en de fotonen van de twee

respectievelijke lampen gaan als spoken door elkaar heen. Toch zouden wis-

selwerkende fotonen heel erg interessant zijn voor technologie gebaseerd op

kwantummechanica. Of de fotonen in ons condensaat wisselwerken, onderzoe-

ken we door extra fotonen toe te voegen aan ons Bose-Einstein condensaat en

te observeren wat er gebeurt. Wanneer het condensaat groter wordt door toe-

voeging van fotonen is er sprake van repulsieve interacties: de fotonen stoten

elkaar af. Anderzijds, als het condensaat juist kleiner wordt door toevoeging

van fotonen is er sprake van attractieve interacties: de fotonen trekken elkaar

aan. Door geleidelijk aan fotonen toe te voegen aan ons condensaat terwijl

we heel nauwkeurig bijhouden hoe groot het condensaat is en tegelijkertijd

hoeveel fotonen er in het condensaat zitten, hebben we vast kunnen stellen

dat het condensaat groeit.

In het derde experiment (hoofdstuk 6) wordt er gekeken naar spontane

symmetriebreking. Symmetriebreking treedt op wanneer een systeem een

fase-overgang maakt. Dit gebeurt omdat er na de fase-overgang een extra

parameter nodig is om de toestand van het systeem te beschrijven, en die

parameter kan willekeurig gekozen worden. Wanneer een Bose-Einstein con-

densaat van fotonen wordt gecreëerd, vindt er ook een fase-overgang plaats.

In dit experiment is de spontane symmetriebreking onderzocht door middel

van de polarisatie, de trillingsrichting, van de fotonen uit het condensaat en

uit het thermische fotongas. De vorming van een gepolariseerd condensaat

vanuit een niet gepolariseerd thermisch fotongas is namelijk een direct waar-

neembaar resultaat van spontane symmetriebreking.

Tot slot wordt er in hoofdstuk 7 gekeken naar de mogelijkheid om een Bose-

Einstein condensaat van fotonen te creëren in een ander systeem. Ondanks

dat de trilholte beschreven in dit proefschrift een geweldig systeem is om een

Bose-Einstein condensaat van fotonen te creëren, heeft het ook zijn beper-

kingen. Zo is het niet gemakkelijk om een periodieke potentiaal te realiseren.

Met een dergelijke potentiaal is het mogelijk om meerdere Bose-Einstein con-

densaten van fotonen te creëren in elkaars nabijheid en op die manier hun

onderlinge interactie te bestuderen. Het in dit hoofdstuk onderzochte sys-

teem is een zogeheten fotonisch kristal. Het bijzondere van dit kristal is dat
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bepaalde golflengtes van licht wel mogen propageren in het kristal en andere

niet. Dit hangt af van de structuur van het kristal. Het berekenen wat deze

structuur moet zijn, is echter een ingewikkelde en tijdrovende taak. In dit

hoofdstuk beschrijven we hoe we door middel van een lokale dichtsheidsbe-

nadering deze tijdsrovende berekeningen kunnen vermijden. Dit heeft het

ontwerpen en laten fabriceren van een fotonisch kristal met de eigenschappen

die nodig zijn om een Bose-Einstein condensaat van fotonen te creëren in een

periodiek potentiaal een stuk aangenamer gemaakt.
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